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On the Front Cover
Dos Caras Tequila

Every tequila brand says exactly the same thing in exactly the same way: Heritage, process, place—ad 
nauseam. Dos Caras challenges the notion of what it means to live a life. To honor the tensions that make 

human life dynamic and every individual unique. It blurs the lines between the animate and inanimate, daring 
you to risk the familiar for the uncertain. Be you. All of you. Contradictory, multitudinous you.



On the Inside Cover
Mijenta Tequila

An award-winning sustainable artisanal tequila from the Highlands of 
Jalisco. Por la Tierra. Por la Gente. Por la Vida.

www.mijenta-tequila.com

https://www.mijenta-tequila.com/
https://www.mijenta-tequila.com/


 

Lisa Pietsch
LISA@TEQUILAAFICIONADO.COM

LA JEFA, TEQUILA AFICIONADO MEDIA

Being a Woman in the 
Tequila Industry

I recently had an eye-opening exchange.
I published “From Babes to Boss Ladies” and 

every subsequent volume of “Profiles in Agave 
Spirits” and have to admit the women were very 

diplomatic about their tr eatment in the industry.
Recently, when I offered my professional insight 
as Publisher and Owner of Tequila Aficionado, to 

a brand regarding an advertisement, it was 
dismissed and followed up by a lengthy 

mansplanation.
But when a man that I work with (not FOR, but 

WITH) validated my insights, they were received 
from him with grace and gratitude.

Then replies and queries regarding that brand’s 
relationship with Tequila Aficionado Magazine 

were directed to that man (that I work WITH, not 
FOR), rather than me, even though I'm the 
Publisher of Tequila Aficionado Magazine. 
When I discussed this with another female 

business owner, she simply told me it would 
always be that way and to forget about it.

No, mija.
This is 2022. I have a long list of professional 
accomplishments, have been working in the 

Tequila industry for well over a decade, tasted 
several hundreds of agave spirits, and run

Tequila Aficionado since it’s rebirth in 2012. I am 
a college graduate, U.S. Veteran, and business 

owner, and I am amazed and disappointed at the 
fact that I may still require a man to speak for me 
in order to do business with agave spirit brands 

or advertising agencies.

mailto:Lisa@TequilaAficionado.com
mailto:Lisa@TequilaAficionado.com


Proeza Tequila 
#BetterTequilaBetterTimes 

Award Winning 100% Agave Azul 
proezatequila.com

https://bit.ly/carreratequila
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Official 2022 Tequila Aficionado
Brands of Promise Ballot 

Agave Spirit–South Africa 

Agave Spirit–Germany 

Agave Spirit Packaging–Germany 

Bacanora Artesanal Aged–Gateway 

Mezcal Artesanal–Xoxocotlan, Oaxaca 

Mezcal Artesanal–*Nominated but not rated 

Bacanora Packaging 

Destilado de Agave–Oaxaca

Mezcal Artesanal Medley–Oaxaca 

Mezcal Artesanal–Santiago Matatlan, Oaxaca 

Mezcal Artesanal–San Juan del Rio, Tlacolula de Matamoros,

Oaxaca Mezcal Artesanal–San Juan del Rio, Oaxaca 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Año de Los Muertos Agave Spirit [Karoo agave (agave Americana)] 43% ABV, 86 proof 

Selva Negra Agave Spirit 46% ABV, 92 proof 

Selva Negra Agave Spirit (Gift box, bottle tube, logo, color scheme–everything!) 

Vinateros Reserva 40% ABV, 80 proof. [Aged 2-4 months in charred white oak barrels.] 
(Estate produced and bottled in the town of Aconchi, Sonora, Mexico.) 

Vinateros Reserva (label, graphics, artwork, see through graphics) 

Comunidad No. 2 – El Lazo joven (agave Americana) 52.69% ABV, 105.38 proof 

Firme 46% ABV; 92 proof 

Los Nahuales joven 47% ABV; 94 proof 

Lord Diego Mezcal Joven 49% ABV, 98 proof 

Casa Manglar Joven 45% ABV, 90 proof 
Casa Manglar Joven 45% ABV, 90 proof 

OAX Original [Artesanal; tobala]; REGION: Central Valleys, Oaxaca, México] 44% 
ABV, 88 proof 
OAX Original [Artesanal; tepeztate]; REGION: Central Valleys, Oaxaca, México] 44% 
ABV, 88 proof 
OAX Original [Artesanal; arroqueno]; REGION: Central Valleys, Oaxaca, México] 44% 
ABV, 88 proof 
*Could not be scored due to the miniscule samples sent by the brand. 

Dona Loca [Artesanal; espadin); REGION: Xoxocotlan, Oaxaca, México] 48% ABV, 96 
proof
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Mezcal Packaging 

Mezcal Artesanal–Tlacolula de Matamoros, Oaxaca 
 

 

Mezcal Artesanal–Oaxaca 42% ABV 
 

Mezcal Artesanal Medley–Santiago Matatlán, Oaxaca 
 

Mezcal Artesanal Gateway–Santiago Matatlan, Oaxaca 

Mezcal Artesanal Gateway, Blended–Oaxaca/Zacatecas 

Mezcal Artesanal Karwinski–Tlacolula de Matamoros, Oaxaca 

Mezcal Artesanal Medley Suave–Guanajuato 42% ABV 
 

Regi on:

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Madre Mezcal [Artesanal; espadín and cuishe. Possible REGION: Santiago Matatlan.]
45% ABV; 90 proof 

SalvadoresJoven [Artesanal; Espadin; REGION: Tlacolula de Matamoros, Oaxaca, 
México] 47% ABV, 94 proof 

Susto Mezcal Joven [Artesanal; Espadin; REGION: San Dionisio Ocotepec] 42% ABV, 
84 proof 

Mitre Origen Joven [Artesanal; Espadin] (40% ABV, 80 proof) 
Mitre Joven [Artesanal; Espadin; 4 months maturation (in glass?)] (40% ABV, 80 proof) 
Madre Mezcal Joven [Artesanal; Espadin] (40% ABV, 80 proof) 

Tomas Reserva 

SalvadoresJoven [Artesanal; Cirial (karwinskii); REGION: Tlacolula de Matamoros, 
Oaxaca, México] 48% ABV, 96 proof 

Código 1530 Mezcal [Artesanal; Ensamble: Espadin/Tobala, rested in French oak 
Sauvignon Blanc barrels (length unknown). Leon, Guanajuato] 42.2% ABV, 
84.4 proof 

Mitre [black jaguar bottle] 
Codigo 1530 [bottle, back see-through label] 
Tomas Reserval [label; color scheme] 
Salvadores [agave paper label; simple graphics] 
Madre Mezcal [black (espadin) label; red (espadin/cuishe) label; recycled glass bottles 
with raised lettering.] 
Susto [stenciled font front label; see-through label on back with Day of the Dead motif.] 
Casa Manglar [octagonal bottle, mango tree logo, color scheme, info transparency on the 
label. Modern look, old school feel.] 
Los Nahuales [bottle resembling a hammered copper still, apothecary stopper, label and 
information on back label.] 
Firme [label, font, tattoo artwork] 
Lord Diego Mezcal [magnetic box, silver and black motif; logo on the bottle and box; 
family story (Spanish/English)] 
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Mezcal Value 

RTD–Energy Drink 

RTD–With Mixto Tequila 

Raicilla Artesanal, Medley 

RTD 100% de Agave Tequila–8% ABV 

RTD–100% de Agave Tequila 6% ABV 

RTD–100% de Agave Tequila 5% ABV 

Mezcal No and Lo Alcoholic–Special Entry 
 

Raicilla Packaging 

RTD 100% de Agave Tequila–Ready-to-Drink Margarita 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Monday Mezcal (Natural Spring Water, Natural Flavor, Sodium Citrate, Sodium
Benzoate.) 

Casa Manglar [Espadin: $32.99-$34.99 (CA)- $39.99 (TX)] 
Casa Manglar [Tobala $44.99 (CA); $69.99 (TX) 

Antonimo Raicilla [a blend of maximiliana (pata de mula) and valenciana; Municipality: 
La Orilla, Jalisco] 43% ABV, 86 proof. 

Antonimo (bottle, label info, logo, clean simplicity) 

Drifter Cocktail Company Spicy Margarita (Made with Paladar tequila (NOM 1110?) 
Made with PALADAR TEQUILA BLANCO, TRIPLE SEC FLAVOR, PINEAPPLE 
JUICE, ORANGE FLAVOR, CHIPOTLE EXTRACT. 7% ABV, 14 proof 

Epic Western–La Paloma (NOM 1531) [Tequila, sparkling water, grapefruit, salt.] 
Epic Western–Chispa Rita (NOM 1531) [Tequila, sparkling water, lime, salt.] 

ProBaller (made with Organic Light Agave Nectar, lower sugars and stimulants designed 
to sustain and maintain energy.) Also, designed to pair with tequila. 

Chido (Sea Salt Margarita, Pink Paloma, Strawberry Sunset, Spicy Watermelon) 
[Tequila with sparkling water and natural flavors; 5% ABV 10 proof; no NOM number 
on the label; canned in the US.] 
SipMargs (Classic Sparkling Margarita; Sparkling Mango Margarita; Sparkling Coconut 
Margarita; Sparkling Mezcal Margarita) [Tequila {Mezcal} with triple sec, natural lime 
sparkling water and natural flavors {coconut flavors} 5% ABV 10 proof; no NOM 
number on the label; canned in the US.] 

MEXI Seltzer–Aloe & Mint Craft Tequila Seltzer (NOM 1414) [100% Agave Silver 
Tequila with Carbonated Well Water, Real Fruit Juice and Natural Flavors] 
MEXI Seltzer–Tamarindo Craft Tequila Seltzer (NOM 1414) [Same] 
MEXI Seltzer– Guava Spice Craft Tequila Seltzer (NOM 1414) [Same] 

Onda Sparkling Tequila Lime (NOM 1438) [Tequila with natural flavors and sparkling 
water.] 5% ABV, 10 proof 
Onda Sparkling Tequila Grapefruit (NOM 1438) [Tequila with natural flavors and 
sparkling water.] 5% ABV, 10 proof 
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RTD Ready-to-Drink Packaging 

Sotol Joven Artesanal 42% ABV–Chihuahua 

Sotol Joven Artesanal 45.5% ABV–Durango 

Sotol Joven Artesanal 45% ABV–Chihuahua 

Sotol Joven Artesanal 46.3% ABV–Durango 

Sotol Joven Artesanal Gateway–Chihuahua 

Sotol Packaging 

Sotol Reposado Artesanal 42% ABV–Chihuahua 

RTD–100% de Agave Tequila, Industrial 8% ABV 

Sotol Reposado (Suave) Artesanal 42% ABV–Chihuahua 

RTD Organic–100% de Agave Organic Tequila Ready-to-Drink Seltzers 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

Laughing Glass Lime Margarita (NOM 1489) 8% ABV;16 proof) 
Laughing Glass Pink Paloma (NOM 1489) 8% ABV;16 proof) 

Damn Right Devil of a Lime Organic Tequila Seltzer (NOM 1522) 5% ABV;10 proof) 
Damn Right Son of a Basil Organic Tequila Seltzer (NOM 1522) 5% ABV;10 proof) 

Damn Right Devil of a Lime Organic Tequila Seltzer (color scheme, logo, text) 
Damn Right Son of a Basil Organic Tequila Seltzer (color scheme, logo, text) 
Chido Sea Salt Margarita, Pink Paloma, Strawberry Sunset, Spicy Watermelon.

(box, 
color scheme, design) 
Onda (color scheme of can, color of font, simplicity of design) 

XXX Sotol [Artesanal; 100% Dasylirion wheeleri] 42% ABV; 84 proof. 

Quechol [Artesanal; Dasylirion Wheeleri] 45.5% ABV, 91 proof 

Chihuahuan Desert Sotol [Artesanal; Dasylirion wheeleri (?)] 45% ABV, 90 proof.\

Quechol [Artesanal; Dasylirion Texanum] 46.3% ABV, 92.6 proof 

Casa Medanos Joven blanco [Artesanal; 100% Dasylirion wheeleri] 40% ABV; 80

proof. Casa Medanos(label; logo) 
XXX Sotol (graphics; logo; font) 
Quechol (bottle, color scheme on labels;font) 

XXX Sotol Reposado (Suave?) [Artesanal; 100% Dasylirion wheeleri] Rested in

Tequila 
Barrels 42% ABV; 84 proof. [Length of time unknown] 

XXX Sotol Reposado [Artesanal; 100% Dasylirion wheeleri] Rested in Bourbon

Barrels 
42% ABV; 84 proof. [Length of time unknown] 
Proeza (NOM 1424) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
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Tequila Blanco 

Tequila Infused Blanco (curado con agave)--80 Proof 

Tequila Blanco–European/Mexican bottling 38% ABV 

Tequila Blanco Suave 

Tequila Infused Blanco (Natural Fruit Flavors)--80 Proof 

Tequila Infused Blanco (Natural Fruit Flavors)--Below 80 Proof 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Chula Vista (NOM 1424) 80 proof; 40% ABV * 
Blowfish (NOM 1438) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
Patsch (NOM 1480) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
Verdadero (NOM 1438) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
Carrera (NOM 1465) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
Otaca (NOM 1477) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
Telson (NOM 1545) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
Luna Nueva (NOM 1414) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
General Gorostieta (NOM 1499) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
Villa One (NOM 1472) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
El Cristiano (NOM 1499) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
Bajarriba (NOM 1107) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
Don Cosme (NOM 1438) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
Tequila Atanasio (NOM 1599) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
Honor del Castillo (NOM 1414) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
Proeza (NOM 1424) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
El Gran Legado de Vida (NOM 1123) 80 proof; 40% ABV 

Curado [100% de agave Tequila Blanco infused with blue agave] (NOM 1474) 80 proof; 
40% ABV 
Curado [100% de agave Tequila Blanco infused with agave espadin] (NOM 1474) 80 
proof; 40% ABV 
Curado [100% de agave Tequila Blanco infused agave cupreata] (NOM 1474) 80 proof; 
40% ABV 

Sunbird Blanco Dragon Fruit (NOM 1438) 70 proof; 35% ABV 
Sunbird Blanco Lemon and Ginger (NOM 1438) 70 proof; 35% ABV 
Sunbird Blanco Chile Guajillo and Cucumber (NOM 1438) 70 proof; 35% ABV 

Querido Tequila Blanco infused with spicy watermelon (NOM 1605) 80 proof; 40% 
ABV 
Querido Tequila Blanco infused with mango (NOM 1605) 80 proof; 40% ABV 

Tau blanco (NOM 1414) 76 proof; 38% ABV 

Inspiro Luna Blanco (NOM 1614) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
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Tequila Reposado 

Tequila Anejo–Double Barreled 

Tequila Anejo–Aged in Multiple Barrels 
 

Tequila Infused Reposado (Pepper)--80 Proof 

Tequila Anejo 

Tequila Reposado–Double Barreled Blended 

Tequila Reposado–Double Barreled in Wine

Casks Tequila Reposado Cristalino 

Tequila Infused Reposado–80 proof 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Chula Vista (NOM 1424) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
Blowfish (NOM 1438) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
Patsch (NOM 1480) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
Verdadero (NOM 1438) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
Carrera (NOM 1465) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
Villa One (NOM 1472) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
El Cristiano (NOM 1499) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
Bajarriba (NOM 1107) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
Cada Dia (NOM 1137) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
Don Cosme (NOM 1438) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
Tequila Atanasio (NOM 1599) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
Honor del Castillo (NOM 1414) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
Proeza (NOM 1424) 80 proof; 40% ABV 

Luna Nueva (NOM 1414) 80 proof; 40% ABV 

Inspiro Rosa Reposado (NOM 1614) 80 proof; 40% ABV 

Honor del Castillo (NOM 1414) 80 proof; 40% ABV [Reposado Claro] 

Sandinista reposado infused with Sriracha (red jalapeno peppers, lime and spice blend) 
(NOM 1124) 80 proof; 40% ABV 

Get Hot (NOM 1548) 40% ABV, 80 proof 

Blowfish (NOM 1438) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
Carrera (NOM 1465) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
Anger Mgmt (NOM 1468) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
Don Cosme (NOM 1438) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
Tequila Atanasio (NOM 1599) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
Honor del Castillo (NOM 1414) 80 proof; 40% ABV 

Luna Nueva (NOM 1414) 80 proof; 40% ABV [As/spec sheet: French Oak barrels; 
American White Oak barrels.] 

Mijenta Gran Reserva Anejo (NOM 1412) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
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Tequila Liqueur 

Tequila Organic Blanco 

Tequila Organic Reposado 

Tequila Extra Anejo–3 years 

Tequila Industrial–Not Rated 

Tequila Organic Anejo 

Tequila Artesanal/Ancestral 

Tequila Legacy 100% de agave 

Tequila Extra Anejo–5 years 

Tequila Extra Anejo–7 years 

Tequila Extra Anejo–12 years 

Tequila Extra Anejo Packaging 

Tequila Legacy Value–100% de agave 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Cancion (NOM 1472) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
El Cristiano (NOM 1499) 80 proof; 40% ABV 

The Bad Stuff 5 Year Extra Anejo (NOM 1460) 80 proof; 40% ABV 

Patsch (NOM 1480) 80 proof; 40% ABV (7 year Extra Anejo) 

The Bad Stuff Doce 12 Year Extra Anejo (NOM 1460) 80 proof; 40% ABV 

El Baston del Rey (foil label, raised lettering) 
The Bad Stuff Doce 12 Year Extra Anejo (etched bottle, box, logo and presentation) 

Maestro Dobel Pavito (NOM 1122) 40% ABV, 80 proof 
Senor de los Cielos (NOM 1489) 40% ABV, 80 

Desnuda (NOM 1480) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
Dona Loca (NOM 1480) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
Nueve Uno (NOM 1426) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
Casa Mate (NOM 1494) 80 proof; 40% ABV 

Dona Loca (NOM 1480) 80 proof; 40% ABV 
Nueve Uno (NOM 1426) 80 proof; 40% ABV 

Nueve Uno (NOM 1426) 80 proof; 40% ABV 

El Baston del Rey (B, R, A, XA) (NOM 1474) 80 proof; 40% ABV [As/ John Miller: 

[10 years or more in existence; first time submission.] 
AsomBroso (NOM 1459) La Rosa Reposado 80 proof; 40% ABV 
AsomBroso (NOM 1459) Gran Reserva 5 year Extra Anejo 80 proof; 40% ABV 

[10 years or more in existence; first time submission.] 
[Pricing extends from $17-$24 for both expressions at online retailers.] 
El Ultimo Agave blanco (NOM 1522) 40% ABV, 80 proof 
El Ultimo Agave reposado (NOM 1522) 40% ABV, 80 proof 

Rock N Roll Strawberry Tequila Liqueur (NOM 1499) [Made with silver 100% agave 
tequila and artificial flavor.] 32% ABV, 64 proof. 
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Tequila Value 

Tequila Mixto 

Tequila Packaging 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Cantaros de Miel blanco (NOM 1424) [No info on the mixture of agave vs. sugar] 80 
proof; 40% ABV 
Cantaros de Miel joven [abocado] (NOM 1424) [No info on the mixture of agave vs. 
sugar] 80 proof; 40% ABV 

Chula Vista (bottle graphics; neck charm; logo) 
Blowfish (bottle, stopper, medallion, etc.) 
Patsch (bottle, brass knuckle handle, spiked stopper and cork) 
Verdadero (labeling) 
Los Hermanos 1978 (label, graphics, color, font) 
Carrera (molding on the bottle, labels, cork) 
Sunbird (bottle paint, logo, cork) 
Tattoo (black matt bottle, skull design on label and stopper) 
Otaca (bottle, square stopper) 
Desnuda (recycled glass bottle with side ridges; agave at the bottom of bottle; label and 
color scheme) 
Telson (label color, logo design) 
Tau (color scheme on label, bottle design) 
General Gorostieta (box, bottle, logo, label, quote on inside of label) 
Nueve Uno (Bottle, cork and top, logo, molded agave pina on the base, logo medallion on 
the front of the bottle) 
Bajarriba (bottle shape and painted map of Baja California) 
Don Cosme (Flavor Dog graphics, label information: illustration of flavors and process.) 
Honor del Castillo (molding on bottle; logo; info around the border of the label) 

Verdadero ($36.99-$38.99) [Texas only 11/15/21] 

Watch for the November Issue of Tequila Aficionado Magazine to vote for the
Sippers Choice Award! 



Number JUAN TeNqumilaber JUAN
Small batch. HandS mcraalfl tbeadt.c Ahw. Haradn dw icnrna
Owned by comedOiawnsn,e Rdo bny W cohmite d&ia Anlse, 

www.numberjuanwtweqwu.inlau.mcobmerjuantequ

https://l.instagram.com/?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.numberjuantequila.com%2F&e=ATOO_wjp8Hd4ObigtFBJOpIkkv10vwA5iWQSzWGR0wH6E_7xyRCrhBODODK5CwzI3BFGwScOD2ELXU8rZHxg-2YXWT1NLsmBqSWRgw&s=1
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A Daring Adventure 
Commentary by Andres Garcia of Dos Caras Tequila 

Tequila Aficionado Team, 

We appreciate that your audience understands the "most minute details about the methods of 
producing tequila." And that is just the thing; there is nothing new we can say about the 
processes that your audience doesn’t already know. In the research done by our creative agency, 
and ourselves as industry professionals observing every new tequila launched over the last 
decade, we’ve seen brands sing the same tune over and over about their quality, methods, and the 
agaves. In our opinion, it's frankly become a bit mundane as the first message. 
For the most part, these new brands try and convince the tequila connoisseur of the quality of 
their juice, spending their limited market exposure defending the premise. They feel it necessary 
to lead with a brand message that speaks to their processes, the quality of their agaves, the 
"special" American/French wine/bourbon oak barrels used, and the family/celebrity behind their 
juice. All with the hope of being accepted by the tequila aficionados of the world. 

To be clear, we do not intend to imply this information isn’t important. Simply that it isn’t the 
first layer of brand messaging we wish to express. 
We strongly feel that if we were to sit here and sing the same tune as other brands in an effort to 
convince your audience of the quality of our process, of our agave, of where our juice is 
produced, and by whom, then we would have already failed. We do not believe our first message 
directed at those who truly know the "most minute details about tequila" should be focused on 
our methods. Your audience has the tequila education and training (aroma/palate) to know the 
difference between a quality-produced juice vs. a poorly made one. They know the differences 
between the characteristics of highland and lowland agave. They have the resources for every 
NOM behind every tequila produced and the cooking methods associated with each. 
It’s precisely because we know your audience that we’re going in this direction. 

The voice and tone of Dos Caras Spirits is lyrical, it is daring, and it is uncanny. tequila 
aficionados, in our opinion, should awaken to what lies beyond the process of making tequila, to 
explore experiences that dive deeper into the life and death journey of the agave plant. From its 
physical form to the spiritual liquid we convert it to. 
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We’re aware not everyone will understand our message at first, and that will be our challenge. In
spite of that, we believe there is something here—a story of tequila that has always been but is
often ignored in favor of the process and the business side of things. 

We’re going to quote something from our creative agency that spoke to us on a deeper level with 
respect to the journey of the agave. 
“Helen Keller called life ‘A daring adventure or nothing at all.’ Adventure is synonymous with 
risk, swapping the known for the unknown with no guarantees of safety or return. But it's 
precisely the risk, the daring, and the courage that gives adventure its flavor and life its force. 
The Dos Caras brand is a daring adventure. In words, images, and product, it risks the known for 
the unknown and asks people to experience a world unlike anywhere else." 

We hope this sheds some light on what we’re attempting to create with our brand message. We 
wanted to take the time to share our perspective and express that we do understand your 
audience, which is why we are going in this direction. It is to intrigue and capture the Tequila 
Aficionado, inspiring them to take this journey into a brand experience that "blurs the boundaries 
between the animate and inanimate, human and non-human, life and death." 

We invite you to join us on this great adventure. 

With admiration, respect, and great hope for the future of tequila, 

Andres Garcia and The Dos Caras Spirits Family 



Open Bar Interview with Kiki Dikmen of Veneno Tequila 10/1/2022
Open Bar Interview with La Tequila Mamacita 10/2/2022

Open Bar Interview with Eduardo "Lalo" Camarena 10/3/2022
Open Bar Interview with Las Almas Rotas Mezcaleria, Dallas, TX 10/4/2022

Open Bar Interview with Liz Stewart and Ingrid Taylor of Susto Mezcal 10/5/2022
Open Bar Interview with Ruben Lopez of Sunora Bacanora 10/6/2022

Open Bar Interview with Santiago Barreiro of Bruxo Mezcal 10/7/2022
Open Bar Interview with Skip Falconer 10/8/2022
Open Bar Interview with Todd Mayville 10/9/2022

Open Bar Interview with Tom Hall of Tomas Mezcal 10/10/2022
Open Bar Interview with Tom O'Malley and Alejandro Sanchez of La Leyenda Mezcal 10/11/2022 

Vinateros Reserva Bacanora Review 10/12/2022
Villa One Silver Tequila Review 10/13/2022

Villa One Reposado Tequila Review 10/14/2022
Tomas Reserva Mezcal Review 10/15/2022
Telson Blanco Tequila Review 10/16/2022

Tattoo Reposado Tequila Review 10/17/2022
Alipus Aniversario Mezcal Review 10/18/2022
Anger Mgmt Anejo Tequila Review 10/19/2022

Ano de los Muertos Reposado Agave Spirit Review 10/20/2022
Antonimo Raicilla Review 10/21/2022

AsomBroso Gran Reserva Tequila Review 10/22/2022
AsomBroso La Rosa Tequila Review 10/23/2022

Atanasio Anejo Tequila Review 10/24/2022
Atanasio Blanco Tequila Review 10/25/2022

Atanasio Reposado Tequila Review 10/26/2022
Bajarriba Reposado Tequila Review 10/27/2022

Blowfish Anejo Tequila Review 10/28/2022
Blowfish Blanco Tequila Review 10/29/2022

Blowfish Reposado Tequila Review 10/30/2022
Firme Ensamble Mezcal Review 10/31/2022
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Siempre Tequila
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Eric Zandona 

American Distilling Institute 

Author & Tequila Aficionado Catador 

Eric Zandona is 
the American 
Distilling 
Institute's ADI 
Director of 
Spirits 
Information, an 
author, Tequila 
Aficionado 
Tequila Jockey, 
and spirits judge. 

A native of the 
San Francisco 
Bay Area, Eric 
studied History 
at San Francisco 
State University 
BA '06, MA '12. 

During his 
university years, 
Eric was captivated by an exceptional spirit which drove him to read everything he could 
about how distilled spirits are made and where their flavors come from. 
And instead of doing shots, Eric practiced intentional spirit tastings to develop his palate 
and expand his vocabulary to describe and communicate what he was drinking. 
During a trip to Mexico City, Eric’s interest in spirits drove him to explore tequila while 
in its homeland. Having begun as a whiskey drinker, Eric was initially drawn to añejo 

Biography: 

http://www.distilling.com/
http://www.distilling.com/
http://www.distilling.com/
http://www.distilling.com/
http://www.distilling.com/
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and extra añejo tequilas, but on his return home, he quickly developed a preference for 
the agave flavor found in blancos. 

In 2011, Eric turned his hobby into a career when he began working for the American 
Distilling Institute. With ADI he has edited and contributed to four books on distilled 
spirits, written for Distiller magazine, Gin Magazine, and in 2013, he launched the drinks 
blog EZdrinking.com. 
In April 2016, Eric was made ADI’s Director of Spirits Information and manages their 

Certified Craft 
Spirits 

program, their 
online forum, 
produces an 
annual survey 
on state laws 
for distillery 
tasting rooms, 

and became the 
director of 
their annual 
Judging of 
Craft Spirits 

competition. In 
this role, Eric 
regularly 
speaks about 
spirits before 
consumers, 

producers, and 
regulators, 

both in the US 
and 
internationally. 
In 2017, Eric was accepted as one of Tequila Aficionado’s Tequila Jockeys to taste and 
review agave spirits on their popular “Sipping off the Cuff” web series. 
Then, in August 2017, he and his family moved from San Francisco's Mission District to 
begin a yearlong residency in Oaxaca, drinking and learning from local distillers, 
bartenders, and brand owners about Mexican gin, rum, whiskey, and agave spirits. 
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Author and Agave Spirits Judge. 

What made you choose the Agave Spirits industry? 
Agave spirits are unique in that they are made from non-annual plants. This
results in a captivating spirit that is hard to ignore and creates a strong bond
between the land and culture of Mexico. 

Agave spirits have always spoken to me in an intellectual, cultural and aesthetic

way. 
This has driven me to immerse myself in the industry. 

During his residency he authored both The Bourbon Bible 2018 and The Tequila 
Dictionary 2019. 

Eric’s work in the industry has not gone unnoticed. 

In 2018, Eric was a shortlist nominee for the International Wine and Spirits Competition's 
Spirits Communicator of the Year Award. Then in 2019, the Tales of the Cocktail 
Foundation’s 13th Annual Spirited Awards Committee selected The Bourbon Bible as 
a Top 10 Nominee for Best New Book on Drinks Culture, History or Spirits. 
In the summer of 
2019, Eric was also 
invited to judge 
tequila, mezcal, 
vodka, gin and more 
with the International 
Wine and Spirits 
Competition in the 
UK. 

Eric remains active in 
the world of agave 
spirits, is working on 
a couple of new spirit 
books, and currently 
lives with his family 
in Vancouver, 
Washington. 

What is your 
current position in 
the agave spirits 
industry? 

https://www.iwsc.net/news/iwsc/spirit-communicator-of-the-year-nominee-eric-zandona
https://www.iwsc.net/news/iwsc/spirit-communicator-of-the-year-nominee-eric-zandona
https://www.iwsc.net/news/iwsc/spirit-communicator-of-the-year-nominee-eric-zandona
https://talesofthecocktail.com/industrynews/tales-cocktail-foundation-announces-top-10-nominees-13th-annual-spirited-awards-writing-media-categories
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What do you see as the future of the agave spirits industry? 

How has the industry changed since you’ve become involved in it? 
The industry has grown substantially in the time I have become involved. 

Mezcal went from near impossible to find to now, almost every major city has at least 
one dedicated mezcal bar. Most craft cocktail bars have at least one drink with mezcal on 
their menus. 

In that same time, spirits like sotol, raicilla, and bacanora went from whispers in the trade 
press, and now there are multiple good examples of each in the market. 

Increased demand for tequila and agave syrup will put more pressure to increase 
unsustainable growing and 
harvesting practices in Jalisco. 

At the same time, worldwide interest 
in agave spirits will continue to grow 

and spread. This interest has opened 
the door for agave spirits made 
outside of Mexico. 

In the next five years, we are likely 
to see at least one major agave spirits 

brand to come out of the US, South 
Africa, India, and Australia. 

Mezcal made outside of Oaxaca will 
grow in market share, and there will 

be more Mexican agave spirits sold 
without certification by the CRT or 
CRM. 

Demand for agave spirits will push brands to import spirits from new regions of Mexico 
faster than the political fights over what to call them. 
Do you approve of how brands are currently marketing themselves? 
This is a difficult question. Brands have lots of options on how to market and position 
their spirits. 

Even with some brands where I might consider their marketing as tacky or confused, 
there may be some people who respond to it. That being said, the one thing where most 
tequila brands have fallen behind mezcal is in how they talk about the agave plant. 
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I would like to see more tequila brands take action around planting blue agave from seed,
and reinvesting some portion of their profits back into the Mexican communities that
grow the agave and produce their spirits. 

 

To anyone thinking of entering the agave spirits industry, first I would say, welcome and 
let your passion for the spirit, the land that it comes from, and the people who make it, be 
your primary motivator. 

There are many incredible people working in this industry, and there are thousands of 
potential opportunities for collaboration and mutual benefit that have yet to be explored. 
Connect with Eric Zandona online: https://www.linkedin.com/in/eric-zandona-37568a35/ 

An A-Z compendium of everything you need to know about tequila and agave spirits,
from history, ingredients and the latest craft tequila techniques to tasting notes and the
many regional variations and specialities. 

A tequila revolution is taking place, 
with more and more people 
learning to appreciate the rich 

culture, craft and flavor to be found 
in this unique spirit. The Tequila 

Dictionary is the drinker's guide to 
this wonderful world. With 
hundreds of entries on tequila and 
agave spirits covering everything 
from history, culture and 

ingredients to distilling techniques, 
cocktails and the many varieties of 

the drink, spirits expert Eric 
Zandona explores the truth behind 
this truly captivating drink. 

"As comprehensive as it gets" The New York Times 

Is there anything you’d like to say to people who may be contemplating
entering and working in the agave spirits industry in one form or another?

The Tequila Dictionary 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/eric-zandona-37568a35/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/eric-zandona-37568a35/
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Development of a Oaxaca Mezcal

Reposado & Añejo Program: Change is

Finally in the Wind By Alvin Starkman, M.A., J.D. 

It’s a phenomenon I both predicted and hoped for, more than a decade ago. Finally, that new 
breed of mezcal aficionado, youths as well as the not-so-youthful who have been gravitating to 
the agave distillate over the past several years, has come around to respecting the spirit aged in 
oak barrels (as opposed to simply joven or blanco; silver for the benefit of tequila drinkers). For 
me, the first glimmer of sunlight came just this year, 2022, when Dalton Kreiss of the Maguey 
Melate agave distillate 
membership club finally elected to 
feature reposado in one of his bi-
monthly kits he sends out to his 
mezcal geeks. Then more recently, 
an up-and-coming convertee to the 
spirit, Zack Klamn, discussed aged 

mezcal on one of his entertaining 
podcasts. 

Prior to the mid-1990s, aged 
mezcal was indeed available in the US, well before the boom began. But the quality was rather 
suspect. Then when the better hooch arrived in the US, imported by brands such as Del Maguey, 
Encantado and Scorpion, it was initially just unaged. And so began the boom. Encantado 
faltered, Del Maguey kept on attracting new imbibers to the unaged spirit as did Scorpion. But 

Scorpion began enticing a new generation of mezcal drinker, those with a hankering for that 
oakiness, in a quality product; a là scotch, bourbon, rum, Canadian whisky, brandy and cognac.

Oak barrels have been around since about 350 BC, not always used to store or transport alcohol. 
Amongst several other uses, they were employed to hold water, and even commodities such as 
nails. Their shape is more resistant to breakage / cracking than for example a square or a 

rectangle. And they are less prone to their contents evaporating than clay receptacles. Back in the 
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day, the Spanish, and presumably others including the French, would transport water in barrels
over long distances, but found that it was becoming putrid. So they added alcohol, increasing the
“water” to about 6% alcohol to reduce the likelihood of it going bad and becoming unhealthy for
sailors. The English called it Grog. And of course a secondary perhaps initially unintended effect
was keeping them happy, as drunks. 

Scorpion Mezcal owner Douglas French actually began learning about mezcal during or about 
1995, as an employee of Encantado. But his knowledge of aged spirits dated to much earlier, as a 
high school student in Switzerland, France and Spain, drinking scotch, brandy, and whatever else 
youths in Europe were drinking at the time. He 
learned empirically about spirits aged in oak, 

eventually beginning to read voraciously about all 
things alcohol. Over the course of about eight 
months working with Encantado, his team shipped 
six 40-foot tractor trailers northbound to the US, 
loaded with that brand of mezcal. 

 

French had learned about exporting from Mexico 
into the US, while working with his mother, the late 

Roberta, in the textile industry. All was going well 
until the advent of NAFTA, which caused about 

75% of Mexican manufacturing plants to close. But 
he had been working with Encantado. Even prior to 

working with that brand, French had purchased a 
large tract of land in San Felipe del Agua, a suburb 
of the city of Oaxaca, and began growing agave on it. 

French’s aim was, and continues to date, to follow in his mother’s footsteps, helping Oaxaca 

which is currently the second poorest state in the country. Most importantly, he has prioritized 
employing women, mainly single mothers who typically languish at the bottom rung of the 
economic ladder. That was also a priority for his mother. Single mothers are the most vulnerable 
segment of Oaxacan society. I have written about Douglas French’s dedication to providing 
employment to this particular class of Oaxacan worker, elsewhere.[1] 

http://tequilaaficionado.com/?p=26915&preview_id=26915&preview_nonce=8a014b54fa&preview=true#_ftn1
http://tequilaaficionado.com/?p=26915&preview_id=26915&preview_nonce=8a014b54fa&preview=true#_ftn1
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Drawing upon his college education in 
business administration, his earlier years 
drinking oak-aged spirits in Europe, his 
employment with Encantado, and working 
with his mother exporting finely woven 
textiles, he began Scorpion Mezcal, which 
included the export of reposado and añejo 
even in the early years. He began barrel 
aging in 1997. He had other brands as 
well such as El Señor and Caballeros, but 
decided to concentrate his efforts on Scorpion.[2] 

Towards the end of the millennium, while 
mezcal blanco began as French’s flagship 

product, his reposado began to creep up, and 
in fact eventually overtook the joven, with 10 

– 20% of his sales coming from añejo. And in 
2005, he began marketing 5-year and 7-year 

añejo in the US. All was going fine with all 
products, helped along with the cocktail craze 

which began around 2008 or somewhat 
thereafter. Then, as French puts it, “the carpetbaggers” came along. “We can make good money 

without the expense of purchasing barrels and/or waiting for the mezcal to age,” might be an 
accurate amalgam of their thinking process. And of course by then, other brands had emerged 

following the Del Maguey business model of promoting unaged mezcal based on type of agave, 
growing region, village and palenquero. And so the new generation of mezcal drinker either 

didn’t have an opportunity to try reposado / añejo, or believed what they had been wrongly fed 
by the so-called in-the-know agave distillate promoters. They were told that drinking aged 

mezcal is not drinking traditional mezcal, the way it is and has always supposed to be 
imbibed.[3] 

http://tequilaaficionado.com/?p=26915&preview_id=26915&preview_nonce=8a014b54fa&preview=true#_ftn2
http://tequilaaficionado.com/?p=26915&preview_id=26915&preview_nonce=8a014b54fa&preview=true#_ftn2
http://tequilaaficionado.com/?p=26915&preview_id=26915&preview_nonce=8a014b54fa&preview=true#_ftn2
http://tequilaaficionado.com/?p=26915&preview_id=26915&preview_nonce=8a014b54fa&preview=true#_ftn3
http://tequilaaficionado.com/?p=26915&preview_id=26915&preview_nonce=8a014b54fa&preview=true#_ftn3
http://tequilaaficionado.com/?p=26915&preview_id=26915&preview_nonce=8a014b54fa&preview=true#_ftn3
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French owns another brand, 
Escorpión. But Scorpion generates 

most sales. At its lowest point 
French’s añejo represented about 
3 – 5% of sales, and reposado 

50%. But over the past three years 
revenue from reposado and añejo 
has been creeping up, now at 

upwards of 60%. Their sales have 
been increasing so much so that 
French recently stepped up 
operation of his barrel restoration program, something he had not done for a number of years. 

In July, 2022, he contracted two barriqueros (coopers) from Jalisco, that is, tequila country. 
Based upon figures of the Distilled Spirits Council of the United States, it appears that most sales 
of that spirit is oak barrel-aged. The barriqueros, together with several of French’s employees, 
began a program of restoring and re-charring upwards of 100 barrels which had not been touched 
in years. Some were French wine barrels which had never been used for aging a distillate, others 

had been used for aging his Scorpion and Escorpión brands, yet others which had been used for 
whiskey dated to the era of American prohibition. His total number of barrels stands at about 
600.[4] 

The tasks are arduous; removing metal bands, checking each stave and replacing where 
necessary, inserting thin lengths of carrizo (river reed) between staves from where the mezcal 
could potentially leak, and finally charring using both oak firewood and damaged oak staves not 
able to be used in refurbishing the barrels. 

 

Aged mezcal has been gaining in popularity. But 
now, as distinct from years past, its quality has 

begun to mirror that of the unaged agave 
distillates. These are the brands sought after by 

this new breed of drinker, the mezcal aficionados 
of the middle classes in the US and further abroad. 

http://tequilaaficionado.com/?p=26915&preview_id=26915&preview_nonce=8a014b54fa&preview=true#_ftn4
http://tequilaaficionado.com/?p=26915&preview_id=26915&preview_nonce=8a014b54fa&preview=true#_ftn4
http://tequilaaficionado.com/?p=26915&preview_id=26915&preview_nonce=8a014b54fa&preview=true#_ftn4
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Why the change? I 
believe that there 

are several reasons: 

1. Consumers are 
fickle, and it was 
just a matter of 
time. 

 

2. They are no 
longer buying into 

the mantra that aged 
mezcal should be 

shunned, and are 
beginning to 

question the veracity of such dogma. 

3. They may be taking it upon themselves to sample reposados and añejos, and are 
actually liking them. 

 
4. Part and parcel of the mezcal boom are the scotch, whiskey and bourbon drinkers 
who are descending upon Oaxaca and other states in Mexico where agave 
distillates are being produced and aged in oak, and are willing to decide for 
themselves. 

 

5. Supporters of aged agave distillates such as French, and me, after beating the 
pavement (in my case in writings) year after year, are finally being heard, and 

listened to. 

6. Even some of the brands known for their jovens, are beginning to barrel age as a 

way of capturing a different segment of the spirits-drinking consumer market, and 
attempting to convert some who have traditionally gravitated to competitor 
brands. 
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The pendulum has begun to swing back. I strongly believe, as I suspect French does (and hopes),
that it will continue in the same direction. More and more, consumers are awakening to the
unbridled potential for variations in nose, taste and finish encountered in mezcal. They are
sampling pechugas, agave distillates with just fruits and herbs, and infusions with virtually
anything including lemon grass, fruits, and now even cannabis. It’s being consumed neat, in
cocktails, and in modern culinary creations. As palates awaken to the value in the foregoing, it’s
not much of a longshot to suggest that drinking mezcal aged in oak barrels will be part of what
piques the interest of the spirits consuming public for decades to come. Let’s just hope so, and
that it continues as a means by which the economic lot of the mezcal-producing communities
improves. 

Alvin Starkman operates Mezcal Educational Excursions of Oaxaca 
(mezcaleducationaltours.com). Together with photograph Spike Mafford, he is the author 

of Mezcal in the Global Spirits Market: Unrivalled Complexity, Innumerable Nuances (Third 
Expanded Edition with Portraits). 

 

[1] One of French’s female workers has been employed by his family for 46 years. 

[2] Over the years as part of his export initiative he has helped over 40 brands increase their sales 
in 25 – 30 countries, sending more than 100 different expressions out of Mexico. French 

estimates that since living in Mexico he and his mother have supported between 2,000 and 4,000 
families over 47 years. He has been one of the most dedicated promoters of the spirit for the past 

three decades, before most of the current spate of export brands even existed and some of their 
owners had even been born, French having traveled hundreds of thousands of air miles, 

personally giving out about 200,00 samples near and far, using a grassroots effort, talking to any 
alcohol consuming individual willing to listen, and to industry professionals; just telling the story 

of mezcal. 

[3] They also contend that the oak alters the natural nuances of the different species and sub-
species of agave, which is true; but so does making mezcal de pechuga, using different kinds of 
firewood to bake, using different mediums of fermentation vats, etc., etc., etc., all of which they 

http://tequilaaficionado.com/?p=26915&preview_id=26915&preview_nonce=8a014b54fa&preview=true#_ftnref1
http://tequilaaficionado.com/?p=26915&preview_id=26915&preview_nonce=8a014b54fa&preview=true#_ftnref1
http://tequilaaficionado.com/?p=26915&preview_id=26915&preview_nonce=8a014b54fa&preview=true#_ftnref2
http://tequilaaficionado.com/?p=26915&preview_id=26915&preview_nonce=8a014b54fa&preview=true#_ftnref2
http://tequilaaficionado.com/?p=26915&preview_id=26915&preview_nonce=8a014b54fa&preview=true#_ftnref3
http://tequilaaficionado.com/?p=26915&preview_id=26915&preview_nonce=8a014b54fa&preview=true#_ftnref3
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relish illustrating to their friends, relatives, those who support their brands, and those who enter
their mezcal bar inner sanctums. Don’t they realize that Mexicans have been drinking aged
mezcal for literally hundreds of years, or that the mezcal they buy in New York, LA, Toronto,
Chicago, London or Paris, is not traditional mezcal, a Mexican regulatory board governed by the
“suits” during or about 2005 having begun to dictate what can and cannot be called “mezcal?” 

[4] In French’s barrel aging program, he does not switch a barrel used to age mezcal, thereafter 
for whiskey for his Sierra Norte Whiskey brand, nor vice versa; at least until now. 

http://tequilaaficionado.com/?p=26915&preview_id=26915&preview_nonce=8a014b54fa&preview=true#_ftnref4
http://tequilaaficionado.com/?p=26915&preview_id=26915&preview_nonce=8a014b54fa&preview=true#_ftnref4


Tequila Carrera
Preserving the traditional ways of making tequila

since 1938
www.instagram.com/tequilacarrera

http://www.embajadortequila.com/
http://www.embajadortequila.com/
http://www.embajadortequila.com/
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Cranberry Orange Diva Tequila Scones Recipe 

3 Cups Flour 
2 Tbsp
Baking
Powder 
1/2 tsp Salt 
1 Cup Sugar 
½ Cup Butter 
2 Tbsp
Vegetable Oil
(I used
Coconut) 
1 Cup Dried
Cranberries
(Craisins) 

 
¼ Cup Diva 
Tequila 
1.5 Cups Milk 
(Half & Half or light cream for a really rich scone) 
Zest of 1 Orange 
1 Cup Flour for kneading 
1 Beaten Egg to glaze 

By Lisa Pietsch 

I’ve found Diva Tequila to be particularly versatile in drinking, pairing, and cooking. I’ve 
wanted to create a tequila scone recipe for some time now and am happy to announce that I’ve 
finally got a keeper! These scones may be a little darker than yours might turn out as I use a 
50/50 mix of white and whole wheat flour. Happily, I discovered that the whole wheat didn’t 
bring this recipe down a bit! The Diva Tequila scones were light, fluffy and delicious! 

Give the recipe a try and see for yourself! 

To Prepare: 

Ingredients: 
•
• 

 
• 
• 
• 
• 

•

•

•

• 
• 
• 

Soak 
Craisins in ¼ 
Cup Diva 
Tequila 
Overnight, 
mixing often to
be sure they’re
all covered.

http://delbravotequila.com/
http://delbravotequila.com/
http://delbravotequila.com/
http://delbravotequila.com/
http://delbravotequila.com/
http://delbravotequila.com/
http://delbravotequila.com/
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Mix Flour, Baking Powder, Salt & Sugar thoroughly in a large mixing bowl. 

Add Craisins and Orange Zest, then mix until all are covered with flour mixture. 

Add Vegetable Oil and Milk. Stir until mixed but don’t over mix. 

Sprinkle countertop with flour and roll dough (it should be very sticky) onto the floured

surface. Fold over/knead for about a minute and pat down (no need to roll it) to about

one ince of 
thickness. 

Cut with a biscuit/cookie cutter and place on greased baking sheet. 

Brush tops with egg wash before baking. 

Bake at 400 for 25 Minutes 



Sunora Bacanora
The Original Outlaw Spirit™ 

Distilled in Sonora, Mexico 
Made with 100% Agave Pacifica

www.sunorabacanora.com
 

https://l.instagram.com/?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sunorabacanora.com%2F&e=ATMBCmrDaPtl3EZ9z_UqxCgRmDu9d5QzH02dDnPKVI3tDgQSyX5HODUAA1Qaty1XT_B2HClisANVsOTtxfahiQ&s=1
https://l.instagram.com/?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sunorabacanora.com%2F&e=ATMBCmrDaPtl3EZ9z_UqxCgRmDu9d5QzH02dDnPKVI3tDgQSyX5HODUAA1Qaty1XT_B2HClisANVsOTtxfahiQ&s=1
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Maestro Dobel Tequila Launches The Maestro Dobel 50 Line 
Maestro Dobel founder, 
Juan Dobel, proudly 
introduces a new 
collection of luxury extra 
añejo tequilas, exploring 
different cask finishes. 
The debut release in the 
series is Maestro Dobel 
50® 1967, an extra añejo 
tequila aged in American 
and French oak barrels 
with a sherry cask finish. 

The Maestro Dobel 50 
line is a collection of 
tequilas created to 
celebrate the brand’s 
founder Juan Dobel’s 50th 
birthday and the 
knowledge he has 
inherited as an 11th generation tequila maker. Every year, a new limited and 
collectible edition of Maestro Dobel 50 Extra Añejo will be released, each with a 
different cask finish to celebrate 50th anniversary milestones. 
Maestro Dobel 50 1967 is handcrafted in the lowlands of Jalisco, Mexico, using 
100% Blue Weber Agaves expertly grown and sourced from a single family-owned 
estate, twice distilled, and then aged in both American and French oak barrels for a 
minimum of three years. Finally, the tequila is finished in sherry casks, absorbing 
rich and dazzling hints of chocolate, coffee, nuts and dried fruits, resulting in a 
dark, extra añejo tequila with a smooth yet complex flavor. 
Maestro Dobel 50 1967 Tasting Notes: 

Sight: Amber colors with reflections of copper and gold indicate the years Dobel 
50 1967 has spent evolving in the oak barrels. 
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Aroma: Subtle floral scents, with aromas of vanilla and spices such as cinnamon
and nutmeg imparted from the years the tequila has spent maturing in the barrels.
Notes of honey and caramel float over the nose. A subtle toasted scent from the
charred barrel wood leaves nutty hints of walnut and hazelnut with a touch of
chocolate and coffee, making for a structured nose with deep, complex notes. 

Palate: Initially reminiscent of chocolate and coffee, the taste gives way to hints of 
honey and dried fruits, such as fig and dates. The sip clings to the palate with 
perfectly balanced tannins and a nutty finish reminiscent of walnuts and hazelnuts. 

Maestro Dobel 50 1967 is available for purchase in limited quantities at select 
retailers nationwide for a suggested retail price of $950.00. 
For more information, visit www.maestrodobel.com 

http://www.maestrodobel.com/
http://www.maestrodobel.com/
http://www.maestrodobel.com/


Anger Mgmt Tequila
smooth citric sweetness blended with herbal essences 

www.angermgmttequila.com

http://www.angermgmttequila.com/
http://www.angermgmttequila.com/


Coming Soon from the makers of 
AngerMgmt Tequila

http://www.angermgmttequila.com/


Casa Noble Debuts Marqués de Casa Noble
Tequila 

New Limited Edition Bottle is Elevating the Standard for Premium
Tequilas  

Casa Noble Tequila is expanding its category-defining spirits 
portfolio and elevating the standard for premium tequilas with the 
debut of Marqués de Casa Noble. A skillful blend of 21 añejos and 
extra añejos, Marqués de Casa Noble is meticulously crafted from 
start to finish, resulting in a spirit that is smooth, complex and 

exquisitely balanced. With a limited number of bottles, Marqués de 
Casa Noble is available in select cities across the country. 

The artistry that went into creating Marqués de Casa Noble began in 
the Allier region of France, where Casa Noble Master Tequilero, 
Jose “Pepe” Hermosillo, personally selected trees to create hand-

crafted barrels. These barrels were first aged in the French forest for 
two years before being transported to a preeminent cooperage where 

they were toasted and aged one additional year. 
The Marqués de Casa Noble liquid is an impressive blend of 12 
extra añejos and nine añejos aged one to five years. By blending 

unique aromas, Hermosillo crafted a flavor profile that is alluringly 
rich, silky and balanced. Cooked agave sweetness, vanilla, ripe 
fruits and roasted nuts with spiced accents round out Marqués de 

Casa Noble’s unrivaled taste, and the finish is smooth, offering hints 
of white chocolate, pecan, and almond. 

“With Marqués de Casa Noble, we aimed to create a spirit that is 
not just complex and premium but also sippable - something to be 
enjoyed alongside life’s best moments,” said Jose “Pepe” 
Hermosillo, Casa Noble’s Founder and Maestro Tequilero. “Each 
step of the tequila making process was carefully planned and 
executed over the course of many years to create this unmatched 
spirit. At Casa Noble, we pride ourselves on extending this same 

level of dedication to all expressions, crafting authentic tequilas that 
rival even the finest spirits available.” 

The 750ml Marqués de Casa Noble bottle resembles an agave spear and is packaged in a box that 
allows for an engaging reveal experience. (SRP $169.99). Visit CasaNoble.com to learn more. 

http://casanoble.com/
http://casanoble.com/
http://casanoble.com/
http://casanoble.com/


PENTA TEQUILA
The first 100% Blue Agave Tequila blended from all 5 of 

Mexico's Denomination of Origin states. A vision of 5 
vintners from Napa Valley. linktr.ee/pentatquila

http://linktr.ee/pentatquila
http://linktr.ee/pentatquila
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Agave Spirits
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Gerardo López-Piña G. & Chef Rodrigo 
López-Piña G. 

Antidoto Mezcal 
Biography of Gerardo
López-Piña G.: 

Enthusiast and 
professional of the wines 
& spirits industry for over 
15 years, co-founder of 
Antídoto Mezcal, one of 
the finest maguey spirits 
100% handcrafted in 
Santiago Matatlan, 
Oaxaca. 

Gerardo’s professional 
expertise as a Marketing 
Director includes 
managing, launching and 
relaunching premium 
spirit brands in Mexico 
such as William Grant & 
Sons Glenfiddich, 
Hendricks, Balvenie; 
Remy-Cointreau, Louis 
XIII cognac; Huizache 
Tequila owned by the 
former owners of Tequila 
Herradura among others. 
He is always seeking new tasting experiences that make the spirits industry as diverse as 
it can be. 
Focusing in the maguey/agave spirit beverages for more than a decade, Mr. López-Piña 
holds dear all the agave based spirits and possesses a great knowledge of the amazing 
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number of different kinds of plants used to produce the many agave based
spirits in Mexico such as mezcal, tequila, sotol, bacanora, to name a few. 

Gerardo is considered one of Mexico's spirits ambassadors, sharing its

history and 
traditions as well as spreading the word to maguey/agave spirits aficionados. 

Chef and gourmet foodie with more than 18 years developing gourmet concept 
experiences all over the USA, Rodrigo has become an icon for the food and dining 
industry. 

Based in San Francisco, with 
a French cuisine taste that he 
acquired from his alma 
mater, Pacific Institute of 
Culinary Arts, Granville 
Island in Vancouver, 
Canada, Chef Rodrigo is 
responsible for setting trends 
in fine Mexican dining in the 
most important states of the 
US such as California, New 
York, and Texas. 
He doesn't deny his origins 
in Mexican cuisine, and 
that's how Chef López-Piña 
G. entered the world of 
agave spirits. 

In partnership with his 
brother Gerardo, they have co-founded Antídoto Mezcal, a premium handcrafted mezcal, 
honestly made in Santiago Matatlan, Oaxaca, Mexico in one of the first ever palenques of 
that region. 
Having the best of two worlds, a renowned international Chef specializing in fine 
Mexican cuisine and a marketer in the wine and spirits industry, Gerardo and Rodrigo are 
now sharing the legacy of one of the finest Mezcals available in the world, Antidoto 
Mezcal Double Gold Awarded in the SFWSC 2019. 
What is your current position in the agave spirits industry? 

Biography of Chef Rodrigo López-Piña G.: 
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Co-founders and owners of Antidoto Mezcal. 

What made you choose the Agave Spirits industry? 

The agave spirits industry is unique and provides a huge range of tasting experiences 
even from one bottle to another made with the same kind of maguey and with the same 
proof. 

Specifically, mezcal, is a whole "new world" that needs to be unleashed on consumers all 
over the globe. 
How has the industry changed since you’ve become involved in it? 

Our goal as a brand is to offer 
an honest, handcrafted mezcal 
honoring the wisdom and 
knowledge of our ancestor 
mezcal producers. 

Also, letting the consumers get 
a closer look at where mezcal 
comes from, helping them to 
understand the differences 
between each kind of maguey 

plant, types of soil, water, etc., 
and how all these factors 
contribute to a unique mezcal 
tasting experience. 

We at Antidoto Mezcal only 
care about the product and 

nothing but the product. Doing 
this, we are guaranteeing smiles of satisfaction and joyful moments for all our customers. 
What do you see as the future of the agave spirits industry? 

We see a promising future in the agave spirits industry. 

Our future as an industry relies on our past and how truthful we keep our mezcal by not 
looking for quantity, but quality. Also, we have to start thinking about protecting the 
lands and the maguey plants that live in it. 

If we don't do this, the industry will fail globally and agave spirits will be extinct. 
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Is there anything you’d like to say to people who may be contemplating
entering and working in the agave spirits industry in one form or another? 

Be persistent, get focused and respect our lands and ancestral processes. 

Do you approve of how brands are currently marketing themselves? 

We think that the best marketing is the product itself. It has to be astonishing enough to 
surprise and fulfill customer expectations and then let them do the talking. 
That's what we do at Antidoto Mezcal. 

There’s no need for big budgets to communicate and express personality and good 
quality of premium, handcrafted mezcal and it’s story. 



Get it Now at: 
TequilaAficionado.com/Collection 

https://www.tequilaaficionado.com/Collection
https://www.tequilaaficionado.com/Collection
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Mezcal Dogmatism & Misinformation: The Bane of
the Industry 

would be deemed sacrilegious, tantamount to heresy. 

There are several manifestations of mezcal dogmatism. Its dissemination ultimately impacts the 
masses. Change is difficult to achieve once the number of believers increases without a rein to 

By Alvin Starkman, M.A., J.D. 

Dogmatism in the mezcal industry causes misinformation to metastasize. It begins when those 
with the broadest and loudest platforms create other lesser aficionados, yet still in their likeness. 
The latter are agave distillate (relative) novices who as a consequence of predominantly online 
social media find their own audiences, and these neophytes are revered by others with even less 
mezcal experience. Then they too continue to preach false gospel. And it’s all reinforced; those 
on the bottom rung are applauded by their disciples above them, and that misinformation keeps 
climbing until it reaches the top, where those at that pinnacle can applaud their much earlier 
proclaimed “truths.” Who would ever question the words brought down from Mount Sinai? That 
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If you visit a palenque, 
certainly in the state of 
Oaxaca, sometimes cultivated
costs more than wild. That 
might be because of at least
two factors: (1) the 
carbohydrate content of the 
maguey silvestre might be 
higher than that of its seed- 
grown and transplanted 
equivalent, thus yield goes up 

slow it down from a gallop, to a trot, to a walk, and finally a stop. But we must keep on trying to
set the record straight, or at minimum be open to receiving differing perspectives, for the long-
term benefit of both those who have been lead down the garden path, and the mezcal industry in
general. And so, let’s summarize the arguments I have been laying out over the past several
years. 

“Tobalá is a wild agave,” state many in the industry who should know better. Some even label all
of their non-espadín agave distillate maguey expressions with the term wild or silvestre. 
Thankfully change is in the wind, although the breeze blows ever so slowly, even as I and others
post photos of row upon row of clearly cultivated barril, tobalá, arroqueño, mexicano, and the list
goes on. Yet the misinformation continues. Why? The promoters of such myths try to capture the 
romanticism of generations long passed, of the poor 
campesino foraging in the hills. Yes, there is still wild 
agave out there, and yes, it is being harvested. But 
certainly not as previously. In my opinion, far more 

mezcal supposedly produced with wild agave, is in fact 
distilled with maguey cultivado. Relatively little is 
produced with the real deal. And that’s a good thing. 

 
The uneducated consumer wrongly assumes, or is told, 

that a mezcal made with wild agave tastes better than its 
cultivated counterpart, and will often readily pay more. 
In my opinion quality most often depends 
predominantly on the skill of the maker. 

Wild, Cultivated, Multinationals & Celebrities 
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Trying to do right by palenqueros 

The large corporate interest wants to keep profiting, and therefore so as to continue to do so, 
want to ensure that these “designer” magueys will always be available to them. They are buying 
land and having people plant for them; grown from seed, and using the hijuelos, and maguey de 
quiote. Good or bad, it’s happening. In addition, there are communities, recognizing the mezcal 
boom, while continuing to allow their residents to harvest from the wild are sometimes requiring 

and price accordingly comes down; (2) if it’s been cultivated, that suggests that someone may
have paid for the land on which it grows, and has been tending the rows of agave for several
years. 

We know that big business is now in the mezcal industry; over the past decade or longer having 
purchased outright or an interest in some of our preferred brands. Corporations which come to 
mind include Pernod Ricard, Bacardi, Diageo and Constellation Brands. They are in the business 
of making money. And celebrities have their own brands of agave distillate as well. In both cases 
they have a global reach, meaning that mezcal is now available in countries and otherwise in 
relatively remote parts of the world where previously the spirit was not on the shelves. And in 
the case of those movie stars, sports figures and musicians, their name recognition alone 
increases knowledge of the distillate and accordingly mezcal sales. So there is much more 
mezcal made with tobalá, tepeztate, madrecuixe, and all the rest, now being sold. And that’s a 
good thing. 

Don’t automatically decry the large corporations and celebrity brands. Understand the positive(s) in the
case of the former, and that some celebrities endeavor to “do the right thing” when it comes to interacting
with palenqueros, their families and their villages. 
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The corollary might be something like: wild agave is that which grows without any help
from people (independent of human action), naturally, self-maintaining, in its own
environment. 

What do they mean by “traditional” mezcal? I assume they are referring to the agave
distillates now categorized as ancestral or artesanal. But do they realize that the
mezcal they have been 

that for every wild agave harvested, two must be planted; grown in their greenhouses or
on their communal land. And that’s a good thing.[1] 

 
What constitutes a cultivated plant? Some say it must have been planted by humans for

at least 
five generations in order to be truly considered cultivated. Otherwise, some say, a more 
appropriate term is semi-cultivated or semi-wild. But for we as lay people, I would

suggest, 
either of the following defines a cultivated plant, agave or otherwise: 

“You should only drink traditional, pure unadulterated mezcal,” is an amalgam of what one hears
from some working at and owning mezcal bars both in the US, and even in mezcal’s heartland,
Mexico’s state of Oaxaca. And it’s also preached by some of the mezcal world’s “purists,” many
of whom shun cocktails made with the spirit (but I ask rhetorically if they drink margaritas made
with tequila; or are they just anti-cocktail). 

•

• 

Grown for its produce; 

Planted and grown rather than emerging naturally as part of the biome where it is found. 

The Purist & Traditional Mezcal 
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drinking outside of Mexico since the early part of this millennium is not what was most often
drunk throughout all of the 1900s (and earlier) and into the first decade of the 2000s? If today
you buy your mezcal in New York, London, Vancouver, Paris or LA, you are likely not drinking
a traditionally-distilled agave spirit. Why? Because prior to the promulgation and enforcement of
the COMERCAM/CRM dictates, there was no requirement to have your mezcal lab-tested for
certain chemical compounds or for acidity, or for methanol. Flavor profiles necessarily changed!
Methanol contributes to the nature of the distillate just as the head tastes different from the body
which tastes different from the tail. All of a sudden, in order to get brands of mezcal out of 
Mexico, its recipe had to change (unless the producer had already been removing the 
methanol).[2] So today, if you want to drink traditional mezcal, you must either purchase an
agave distillate (as opposed to mezcal) the brand owner of which may not be that concerned with
lab test results, or come to Mexico and buy uncertified product directly from the producer, or
perhaps drink one of many house “mezcals” (technically agave distillates) offered in local bars,
restaurants and mezcalerías. Perhaps you should regularly visit Mexico to buy your agave 
distillate, if you consider yourself a purist. 
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Those at or near the bottom rung of the ladder are now going off on their own tangents, 
something those near the top never intended to happen. We find them on social media showing
their prowess by going as far as commenting in the superlative: “The tepeztate distilled by W 

Mezcal reposado and añejo have been around since long before 
these pundits were even born, aged agave distillates dating back 

hundreds of years. And pechugas since likely the 1800s based 
on archival evidence, and certainly in Oaxaca since the 1930s, if 
not earlier, based upon oral histories I have taken. How far back 

must we go for mezcal to be termed “traditional?” And so 
there’s an incongruity between wanting to promote what they 
call “traditional” mezcal, and wanting to retain all the natural 
nuances based on agave type, yet wanting to mask them by 
cooking over firewood and fermenting in vats made of wood, 
clay, or animal skin, and using different natural water sources. 
In a 2021 publication (Mezcal in the Global Spirits Market: 

Unrivalled Complexity, Innumerable Nuances [Third Expanded 
Edition with Portraits]), I tried to enumerate the unlimited 
diversity in nose, body and finish, achieved in traditionally made mezcal. 

They say don’t drink it with the worm or adulterated with fruit, herbs and/or meat proteins 
because you’ll then be bastardizing the spirit. But they also say do discern the differences based 
upon the rest, what they want to illustrate (clay v. copper; growing region, cowhide v. pine vats, 
etc.), and nothing else. 

Many of the same aficionados shun aged mezcal, as well as pechugas, any agave spirit infused
with anything (i.e. the gusano, herbs, fruit, etc.), and certainly a mezcal wherein the agave has
been steamed in an autoclave or a sealed brick room. They contend it must be baked over
firewood and rocks, and fermented in traditional vats whatever that means. They want what they
consider to be the real deal. They don’t want the true nuances imparted by the particular sub-
species of agave to be masked or adulterated. But wait a minute. Doesn’t the particular type of
firewood over which the agave is baked impact (alter) the flavor? Doesn’t the composition of the
fermentation vat impact (alter) the nose? Doesn’t the water source (i.e. river, well or mountain
stream) impact (alter) the finish? Wouldn’t you get the true nuance imparted by the particular
sub-species of agave by steaming it and using stainless steel fermentation vats and a consistent
water source filtered the same way all the time? They want traditional, but they aren’t getting it,
yet don’t realize it. 

The Best This & The Best That 
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As I have noted in Mezcal 
in the Global Spirits 
Market and elsewhere, 
some want to keep mezcal 
as a secret society for the 
in-crowd only. That’s what 
it was like in the late 1990s 
when the modern era of 
mezcal began (with Del 
Maguey et al); at the time 
it was somewhat 
understandable. But now 
the industry has unbridled 
potential, with an 
opportunity to positively 
impact the economy of at 
least Oaxaca, one of the 
poorest states in Mexico. 
Those in the secret society 
shun the concept of mezcal cocktails despite the fact that their growth in the marketplace helps
the economy of Oaxaca and the producers they should want to support. Their dogmatism and
spreading of misinformation harms the industry, inhibiting its growth. 

You know who you are. Take a step back. Act responsibly. Think before you write, speak, 
promote. Understand that there are very few absolutes in the industry. Let your disciples know 
others’ points of view and not just your own, and use this to promote healthy discussion. 
Remember that the longer you’ve been around the industry, the more you will realize how little 
you know. 

palenquero in X village using Y means of production and Z tools of the trade, is the absolute
best.” Not only does she lose credibility, but wreaks lasting damage to industry growth. While I
disagree with the concept of tasting notes as a general rule in the case of hand-crafted agave
distillates, it would be much better to yes, describe nose, body and finish, even with additional
descriptors, and leave out it’s “the best.” The problem with superlatives, certainly in this context,
is 1) some might not realize that they are essentially subjective, and 2) someone new to the spirit
might very well conclude “if that’s the best mezcal has to offer, I’m hightailing it back to single
malts.” 

Epilogue (The Harm Done) 
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Alvin Starkman has been gradually
increasing his knowledge of mezcal
for more than three decades. He 
has written over 70 articles about
the spirit, agave and industry 
sustainability. Alvin operates 
Mezcal Educational Excursions of
Oaxaca 
(mezcaleducationaltours.com). 

Cunningham wrote: 

And so indeed it is a slippery slope. 

[2] For the average consumer of agave distillates, the methanol in mezcal, even if not removed to 
meet the standard, will not make you go blind, kill you, or make you gravely ill. 

[1] As an aside, and not directly 
related to the theme of this article
yet nevertheless worthy of note and
discussion at a later date, 
Schippmann, Leaman & 

“Demand for a wide variety of wild species is increasing with growth in human needs, numbers and
commercial trade. With the increased realization that some wild species are being over-exploited, a
number of agencies are recommending that wild species be brought into cultivation systems (BAH 2004;
Lambert et al. 1997; WHO 1993). Cultivation can also have conservation impacts, however, and these
need to be better understood. Medicinal plant production through cultivation, for example, can reduce the
extent to which wild populations are harvested, but it also may lead to environmental degradation and 
loss of genetic diversity as well as loss of incentives to conserve wild populations.” 



Mezcal in the Global Spirits Market
by Alvin Gary Starkman and Spike Mafford



Mezcal in the Global Spirits Market
by Alvin Gary Starkman and Spike Mafford
 

“Spike Mafford has been a Seattle colleague since the 1980s. His photographs, shot since that era and 
continuing to date, of mezcaleros, their families, and all stages of production from field to finished 
distillate, reveal a sense of warmth and honesty. There’s a certain vulnerability displayed by his subjects
which only Spike can capture. On a recent visit to Oaxaca with Spike, watching how he interacted with 
the villagers, and their welcoming greetings, was eye-opening. Spike’s photographs are a roadmap to the 
culture of rural Oaxaca, and mezcal. They impacted my decision to finally move to Mexico! I thank and 
salute Spike for all he has contributed, through his photography, to our knowledge of mezcal and its 
makers.”
Bruce Robert Dugdale Photography

Alvin Starkman’s new, improved 3rd edition of Mezcal in the Global Spirits Market features more than
100 color photos by Spike Mafford, including a Portraits section featuring some of your favorite 
palenquer@s. Others involved in the industry are also pictured, as well as some of the departed, who are 
honored in an “In Memoriam” section.
“Alvin Starkman would never call himself a ‘mezcal expert’ – no, he is too humble to do so. But, in fact, 
he is! In his revised and expanded second edition of Mezcal in the Global Spirits Market his depth of
knowledge and on-the-ground experience vividly shines through. The book focuses on how and why
mezcal gains its complexity and nuance, and he brings these themes to life with incredible detail,
countless first-hand accounts, and a host of scientific observations. All of this brightly illuminates the
uniqueness of mezcal and why it is vastly different from any other spirit on the planet! I’ve had the good 
fortune of mezcal-touring with Alvin many times, and every time has been an intoxicating experience – in
more ways than one. While you may never have had the pleasure of one of his Oaxacan tours, this book 
will practically take you there!”
John McEvoy, author, Holy Smoke! It’s Mezcal!

“The older I get, the smarter Alvin Starkman gets. I was once one of the ‘mezcal geeks’ he refers to,
turning my nose up at wood-aged mezcals, mocking any bottle that clocked in below 45% ABV. Then the 
things I hear Alvin say, I started hearing from producers around Mexico — started seeing with my own 
eyes. Alvin writes the truth as he speaks the truth. You should go down to Oaxaca and travel with him, 
when you can. You should travel with him through this book in the meantime, to learn about the beauty of
this complex spirit that is capturing everyone’s imagination. Alvin has captured its essence in this book.” 
Lou Bank, founder, S.A.C.R.E.D., and co-host, Agave Road Trip

“Mezcal in the Global Spirits Market offers great insight into the world of mezcal and agave spirits.
Alvin has spent decades working with producers in Oaxaca and this text shows the deeper understanding
that
he's attained through these experiences. Alvin's knowledge and perspective on the industry are unrivalled,
and this provides an excellent background for anyone interested in learning more about mezcal.”
Jonny Thompson & Tyler Tadej, founders, Mezcal Reviews

Buy it now at www.sacred.mx/store/alvinstarkman

https://www.sacred.mx/store/alvinstarkman


A comprehensive journal and workbook for Mezcal 
enthusiasts to document their tasting journey complete 

with scoring worksheets and Mezcal-specific aroma 
wheel.

By Alvin Starkman with Lisa Pietsch
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@txtequilabrat

@austintequilaconnoisseurs



Tequila Aficionado
Consumer Catador Course

Buy Now in Kindle or Paperback: 
https://amzn.to/3ABXHvv

https://www.amazon.com/Tequila-Aficionado-Consumer-Catador-Course-ebook/dp/B088YVPBGW/ref=sr_1_1?crid=1H12NTHZ1L60Q&keywords=consumer+catador+course&qid=1661086793&sprefix=consumer+catador+course%2Caps%2C106&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/Tequila-Aficionado-Consumer-Catador-Course-ebook/dp/B088YVPBGW/ref=sr_1_1?crid=1H12NTHZ1L60Q&keywords=consumer+catador+course&qid=1661086793&sprefix=consumer+catador+course%2Caps%2C106&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/Tequila-Aficionado-Consumer-Catador-Course-ebook/dp/B088YVPBGW/ref=sr_1_1?crid=1H12NTHZ1L60Q&keywords=consumer+catador+course&qid=1661086793&sprefix=consumer+catador+course%2Caps%2C106&sr=8-1
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This is a comprehensive workbook for Tequila and agave spirits 
enthusiasts to document their tasting journey as well as learn more 

about the spirits they love.
The Tequila Aficionado Tasting Journal is constructed in three 

parts: Tasting Sheets, Aroma Wheel, NOM List
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Get it Now at: 
TequilaAficionado.com/Collection 
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Have You Tried Agave Wine Cocktails? 
Here’s Your Chance! 

LOS ANGELES, Calif.— Girl Crush 
Brands, a 100% women-owned and operated 
company out of Southern California, 
announced their partnership with Clear River 
Beverage Company to bring Sunlit, a new 
line of premium agave cocktails to 
consumers in Eastern Minnesota. 

“Sunlit cocktails are made with agave wine, 
which is actually the original way margaritas 
were first made in Mexico,” said Corrie 
Hutchens, Founder of Girl Crush Brands. 
“Consumers love the smooth and refreshing 
drinking experience, and they also appreciate 
that they sip just like wine at 12% ABV.” 

Sunlit’s target consumers are modern day 
cocktail enthusiasts who are looking for a great tasting, premium drinking experiences with all 
natural flavors, colors, and real lime juice. 

“Agave Wine Cocktails are a new category of RTD cocktails within the Minnesota market, and 
we know that Minnesotans will appreciate having a smoother cocktail option that can be enjoyed 
with friends and family during warm midwestern summer days,” said Hutchens. “As we like to 
say, move over Rosé…it’s Agave all day.” 
The portfolio Clear River Beverage Company will distribute includes Sunlit Citrus Margarita, 
Spicy Pineapple Margarita, Sandia Margarita and Pink Paloma. All varietals are from California 
and are available in 4-packs of 355ml sleek cans, 200ml and 750ml Nordic glass bottles and 
retail between $3.99 and $19.99. 
About Sunlit 

Launched in 2021, Sunlit serves up modern-day cocktails that are exceptionally tasty, 
refreshingly easy to sip and lighter in booziness. Sunlit is hand-crafted in California using 100% 
de Agave Wine, real fruit juice and premium ingredients, with recipes creation led by Christina 
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Russo, a leading female mixologist in Los Angeles. Sunlit’s product portfolio includes four 
750ml Ready-To-Serve and four 200ml Ready-To-Drink flavors- Citrus Margarita, Spicy 
Pineapple Margarita, Sandia Margarita and Paloma. Because each serving is approximately
equivalent to a glass of wine, Sunlit is the perfect line of cocktails for modern day drinking. For
more information, please visit www.drinksunlit.com. 

About Girl Crush Brands 

Girl Crush Brands is a 100% women-owned and operated company (certified WBENC) and was 
founded in 2020 during the height of the pandemic, a time when 1 in 4 women were forced to 
leave the workforce and the amount of VC funding put toward women-founded companies 
declined. The company is committed to creating brands that promote the advancement of women 
while helping to increase the amount of VC funding that goes toward women founded start-ups, 
which is currently only at 2.3%. Through Girl Crush Brands, the company hopes to empower, 
inspire and support women everywhere to unapologetically raise their glass and 
#ThirstForBetter. 
For More Information: 
https://www.drinksunlit.com 

http://www.drinksunlit.com/
http://www.drinksunlit.com/
http://www.drinksunlit.com/
https://www.drinksunlit.com/
https://www.drinksunlit.com/


Tattoo Tequila
Tequila made by artists… NOT ACTORS 

tattootequila.com

https://www.tattootequila.com/
https://www.tattootequila.com/
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Tequila Zarpado Introduces RTDs: 

Zarpado Margarita and Tequila Soda with 

Lime 

Tequila Zarpado announced the availability of its new ready-to-drink canned Tequila cocktails:
Zarpado Margarita and Zarpado Tequila Soda with Lime. The new, small batch cocktails are
crafted with simple, all natural ingredients, and are an easy option for summer drinking 
occasions. 

The new Zarpado 
cocktails hit on two 
of the spirits 
industry’s hottest 
trends for the 
Summer – Tequila 
and ready-to-drink 

cocktails. 
According to a 
recent trend report 
from Drizly, “Tequila-based ready-to-drink cocktails ranked at the top in terms of new kinds of 
drinks Americans want to try most, cited by 43% of those surveyed.” 

Tequila Zarpado cocktails are crafted with Blanco Tequila, real fruit and all natural ingredients 
for a light and refreshing taste. The unique can artwork was created by Mexican artist, Joaquin 
Nava. 

Zarpado Margarita (180 Cals, 4g Sugar, 4g Carbs, 8% ABV) takes inspiration from the classic 
“skinny Margarita” and delivers real Margarita flavor without excessive sweetness. It is made 

with Blanco Tequila, triple sec, real lime juice, and agave. 
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Zarpado Tequila Soda with Lime (118 Cals, 2g Sugar, 2g Carbs, 5.5% ABV) is a simple, clean,
and well-balanced sparkling cocktail with real fruit juice, real Tequila flavor and absolute 
refreshment. 

“We’re excited to introduce these delicious, ready-to-drink Tequila cocktails,” said Terry Lozoff, 
Spirits Director at Tequila Zarpado. “Many canned Margaritas are overly sweet and filled with 
added sugar. When we crafted Zarpado Margarita and Zarpado Tequila Soda with Lime, we let 
the quality, simple, all-natural ingredients shine. Drinkers will love how light and refreshing they 
are versus other options on shelves.” 

The new cocktails join the Tequila Zarpado family that also includes their small-batch, 100% 
Blue Agave Tequilas, Tequila Zarpado Blanco and Tequila Zarpado Reposado. 

Zarpado ready-to-drink cocktails are available in 4-packs of 12oz cans. The Margarita has an 
SRP of $13.99 and the Tequila Soda has an SRP of $12.99 and will initially be available for 

purchase on shelves in thirteen markets across the U.S., including Alaska, Colorado, 
Connecticut, Delaware, Illinois, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New Hampshire, 

New York, Rhode Island and Vermont. 

About Tequila Zarpado 

Tequila Zarpado is a line of small-batch premium Tequilas and ready-to-drink Tequila cocktails 
bringing true craft quality at an everyday price point. Tequila Zarpado is part of Latitude 

Beverage, the innovative, Boston-based company behind a portfolio of award-winning wine and 
spirits brands. 

For More Information: 

https://tequilazarpado.com/ 

https://tequilazarpado.com/
https://tequilazarpado.com/


Rooster Rojo
Born in Tequila. Citizen 

of the world.
 roosterrojo.com

https://roosterrojo.com/
https://roosterrojo.com/
https://roosterrojo.com/
https://roosterrojo.com/


Available At 
http://tequilaaficionado.com/store

http://tequilaaficionado.com/store/
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Preview of Augie’s of Santa Barbara 
Augie's of Santa Barbara, with a planned opening in late September, has been a dream
come true for long-time SB residents Augie and Karen Johnson. The space will be
beautiful inside and out utilizing the artistic flair of local architect Jeff Shelton and his
team. 

We hope that the finished result will be a place that establishes a new level of
commitment to the state street Promenade and will be a welcomed gathering place for
locals and visitors alike. 

Our culinary team is led by Chef Eduardo, a Santa Barbara native formerly of Caruso’s at

the 
Rosewood Miramar who is planning to bring 
fresh, healthy, fine cuisine that utilizes our 
incredible local farms and fisheries that will 
keep guests returning for more. 

Augie’s guests will find over 600 craft spirits 
and international tequila, mezcal and local 
agave spirits making it one of the largest 
curated collections in the world. 
Augie’s will be the go-to spot for delicious, 
locally inspired craft cocktails, spirits, and fine 
wines connoisseurs won’t be disappointed 
either. Augie's space features liquor lockers 
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1.5 oz Ocho Plata 
.75 oz Blanc Vermouth 
.5 oz Amaro Angeleno 
Pinch Salt 
Top Soda Water 
Build in a Collins 
Garnish w/ wide Orange Twist 

David Peszek 

Augie's of Santa Barbara 
www.augiessb.com 

700 State St 

Santa Barbara, CA 93101 

+1 (805) 664-0516 

where our guests can reserve their own special selections to share with friends and family
whenever they visit. 

Every effort is focused on providing an authentic drinking & dining experience beginning with 
the locally produced clay cantaritos, food sourced from local and regional farms & anglers, and a 
local staff dedicated to service. Augie's will strive to make your next meal out a memorable 
experience. From our family to yours, vive tu mejor vida!" 
We plan to have over 600+ labels behind the bar, in virtually every agave spirit we can find, that 
meets our standards for quality of production, authenticity, lack of additives, regional flavor 
profiles, and as much as humanly possible, brands that have an established direct monetary chain 
from the distributor back to the actual producers. 

 

Orange Grove Cocktail

mailto:david@augiessb.com
mailto:david@augiessb.com
http://www.augiessb.com/


Pātsch Tequila
Extraordinary Tequila crafted 

at one of Mexico’s most 
celebrated organic & additive 

free distilleries. 
patschtequila.com

 

http://patschtequila.com/
http://patschtequila.com/
http://patschtequila.com/
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Puerco Pibil Recipe with Soltado Tequila 
By Lisa Pietsch 

 

Ingredients: 

• 5lbs Pork Butt 

• ½ Cup White Vinegar 

• 1 Cup Lemon Juice 

• ½ Cup Orange Juice 

• 5 Tablespoons Ground Annato 
(Achiote) 

• 2 Teaspoons Garlic Powder 

½ Teaspoon Ground Cloves 

½ Teaspoon Allspice 

2 Teaspoons Ground Cumin 

1 Tablespoon Black Pepper 

2 Teaspoons Salt 

2 Habanero Peppers, sliced 

Healthy splash of Soltado Tequila 

• 

•

•

•

•

•

• 
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Instructions: 

Line a 6 quart crock pot with banana leaves. 

Place pork on the banana leaves in the bottom of the

crock pot. Add all other ingredients. 

Fold banana leaves over the pork & liquids. 

Cover with crock pot cover. 

Cook on High for 4 hours. 

• 

•

•

•

•

• 



The Bad Stuff 
Award-winning premium 

tequila. 
linktr.ee/thebadstufftequila

http://linktr.ee/thebadstufftequila


Who's Who
in

Agave Spirits
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Sophie Decobecq – Calle 23 Tequila 

It has been, so far, a rich human experience combined with a non-stop working period. 

No list of Tequila Boss Ladies would be complete without mentioning the likeable and
charismatic Sophie Decobecq, creator of the award winning Calle 23 Tequila. 

Aside from her wacky sense of humor where marketing her tequila is concerned ‘Tequila 
makes us smarter. So, drink smart” is one of her favorite slogans, Sophie has a unique 
perspective on the Tequila Industry. Not just a female master distiller, Sophie is also 
French born which presents its own set of challenges. 
Read on! 

*** 

How would you describe your experiences as a high ranking woman in your position 
in a primarily male dominated industry? 
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Tequila is a male dominated industry, or to be more precise, a Mexican male 
industry. Meaning that there is a cultural dimension to it, with its own rules. 

Being a foreigner, you have to respect them or better you do your life somewhere else. I 
have been told only once by a tequilero that this was not a place for me, being a woman; 
this exception being completely forgotten thanks to many other tequileros who have 
made me a very nice space in their world. 

Future is to build! The industry is growing and there will be naturally space for more
men and women. Current problem is that women are confronted with more difficulties to
enter into it: for the fact of being a woman, their capacity to handle the work is a 
challenge. Same, in fact, as in other industries like politics. 

Did I ever change anything? laughs. What I may have added is a point of view from a 
non-native person, with cultural 
habits of protecting traditions. I 

still view through French eyes this 
industry in which I am deep inside 
for more than a decade, giving me 

the pride to represent, as best as 
possible, this Mexican treasure I 

fell in love with, and to spread the 
word about the category that is for 

me the future of tequila: “tequila 
100% agave” giving the full spirit 

of the agave plant compared to the 
category “tequila” which is 

produced with only a minimum of 
51% of agave. 

My way of working in this 
industry follows a woman’s heart, 

which I would describe in my case as encouraging local economy, sustainable processes 
and Mexican culture, instead of having a business focused on money efficiency. 
Please don’t literaly interprete this, as this is a very general vision. There are many 
amazing men here doing this too, an example being Carlos Camarena from Tapatio 
keeping a place for his employees until they decide to retire. 

How have you been able to change things within your industry? 

What do you see as the future of women working within the Tequila Industry? 

http://tequilaaficionado.com/?s=carlos+camarena
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this is your dream, follow it!! 

Advice that I would give is persistency, 
respect for the amazing knowledge 
Mexicans have about this process that they 
have as a heritage, and unconditional 
patience for all the unexpected you will find 
on you way. 
This unexpected and unplanned part is 
frustrating at the beginning, but trust me, 
after some time you kind of become 
addicted to it. Every day is a challenge with 
many efforts to give, but you then earn a life 
with beautiful aromas and flavors around 
you, as well as joy, smiles, music, street-
non-stop-sounds, colors, beauty of agave plants and so much more. 
Welcome to [the] Tequila world! 

There has been a female candidate running for Mexican presidency this year, and 
comments you could hear in medias and in the streets were mostly about being a woman
more than about her program. Which ever program each candidate had during these
elections, no time was spent to question the fact that the other candidates were 
“men.” Same in tequila, when importance should be on the objectives and the paths
chosen. Don’t you think? 

Less judgment based on gender. I am not a feminist, just humanist: considering people
for their ideas and the persistency of their actions rather than their gender or social level
from where they come from. 

[The Tequila] Industry had amazing women in the past, leading and impacting tequila 
empire as Herradura. It would be good to see that native women could have the 
opportunity to retake more often that place, if they are the best ones. Not for being a 
woman, but for being the individual person that would be the best leader at that moment, 
as it actually was the case with Carmelita [Villarreal] from San Matias and Lucretia from 
Siete Leguas. 

What things would you like to see changed? 

Is there anything you’d like to say to women who may be contemplating
entering and working in the Tequila Industry in one form or another? 

http://tequilaaficionado.com/?p=3309
http://tequilaaficionado.com/?p=3309
http://tequilaaficionado.com/?p=3309




 

Tequila has rebranded itself as no other category of spirit has done in the last 10 years. 
Disappearing are the years where tequila is thought of as a party shot to get intoxicated on a wild 
night and feel shitty for three days afterwards. Our informed and more sophisticated customers 
and consumers are finally seeing this spirit as worthy of sipping and savoring. This 
transformation is in part due to the rise of 100% blue weber agave-based juice, which offers 
fabric, constitution and refinement of craft brands that simply doesn’t exist within the sugar-
spiked mixtos that previously overshadowed and dominated the agave spirit market. 

Sales of high-end and craft brand tequila have quadrupled (Yes, Four Times Growth) since 2012 
in the United States. Agave Spirits has over taken Whiskey as the number two spirit in the USA 
and either late this year or early 2023 Tequila along with the other agave spirits will overtake 
Vodka as Numero Uno producto in distilled spirits. If you and your friends are still drinking your 
tequila out of a shot glass, then you may need to go on-line or visit a store that offers housewares 
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An Ideal Way to Sip and Savor 
BAJARRIBA® Tequila and Other Fine 

Agave Spirits 



as you need some worthy stemware to taste and enjoy our luxury Tequila, and to do yourself
some true justice as a consumer to get the most for your dinero. 

BAJARRIBA® and other noble, complex tequilas are now earning the respect they deserve, and 
not being misrepresented as a fast, cheap, easy way of getting right into festivity mood with a 
straight knock back in the throat from a shot glass. This was the old way of getting the effects of 
tequila and not treating the excellent agave spirits with the same esteem and appreciation of a 
fine bourbon, cognac or wine. 

Some tequila tasters prefer the flute to capture the essence and taste the spirit as the aromas float 
to the top of the glass and you are able to grasp the earthy agave notes in the flute directly to 
your nose. In a shot glass it is impossible to capture the taste and aroma of the tequila spirit. 
Using a flute increases the finesse value, as it is pleasing to the eyes which will enhance the 
sipping pleasure. 

 

Another alternative of which I am most sentimental is of using the Riedel Tequila Glass which 
was custom built for professional tequila tastings. Another is the Glencairn Whisky Glass, this is 
the glassware of which the well-respected Master Catador Mike Morales and Senior Catador 
Alex Perez as well as Lisa Pietsch, Managing Partner of Tequila Aficionado prefer when 
sniffing, sipping and savoring their favorite agave spirits. The two of them, Ms. Lisa and Mr. 
Mike also have written and published the TEQUILA AFICIONADO Consumer Catador Course, 
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When you sip excellent tasting, exquisite tequila from a fine glass you are paying homage to all
the detail, the hard work of the jimadors, the distillery crew, the bottlers and of course to the
great history of the Agave Spirits and the beautiful Mexican Culture. 

For more information on BAJARRIBA® Tequila and to find out what charities and orphanages 
the Tres Cabo Amigos support, please go to Bajarriba.com or click onto the following link: 
https://www.Bajarriba.com and visit our FaceBook page: Bajarriba Tequila | Facebook 

Rico Austin is an accomplished international award – 
winning author of 10 books and has a PhD in Tequila. He
is the Managing Partner of Tres Cabo Amigos and a 
fellow founding partner with Mr. Jay Nance and Mr. 
Michael Hill. BAJARRIBA® has earned Tequila 
Aficionado’s coveted Brand of Promise Nomination for
their unique, baja-shaped bottle packaging and for both
expressions of Plata and Reposado. BAJARRIBA® will
also have an expression of Anejo in approximately 
another 10 months. 

Peace, Love & 
Tequila ® !!! 

A Comprehensive Course for Tequila Lovers from Field to Glass. I am personally involved in
taking the class at this time and am the proud owner of TEQUILA AFICIONADO Virtual Tasting
Guide, A Comprehensive guide for agave spirits brand and influencers to create and host virtual
and in-person tastings for consumers and industry partners. 

About Rico Austin 

https://www.bajarriba.com/
https://www.bajarriba.com/
https://www.facebook.com/BajarribaTequila
https://www.facebook.com/BajarribaTequila
https://www.facebook.com/BajarribaTequila
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San Antonio Taco
Rumble 

Event Review by Araceli Sharp, Tequila
Aficionado Catadora 

Settling one of the biggest debates among 
Texans, at least for 2022 – who has the best 
tacos? All-star chefs and taqueros from San 
Antonio, Austin and Houston battled it out at the 
Taco Rumble this past September. 

The Taco Rumble is sponsored by the Texas Food & 
Wine Alliance (TFWA), a nonprofit organization 
dedicated to promoting the next generation of 
culinary businesses through grants, educational 

programming, and events. The event was held on the 
beautiful grounds of the San Antonio Museum of Art 

in downtown 
San Antonio 

along the 
Riverwalk. 
Along with 
the many choices of tacos, including but not limited to 
the surf and turf, al pastor, quesabirria, and avocado and 
fried egg tacos, the rumble also had spirits on hand. 
Thanks to sponsors like Tito’s Vodka and Casa Noble 
Tequila as well as many Texas wines and spirits, taco 
enthusiasts were able to enjoy good food and good 
drinks. 
As if that wasn’t enough, desserts were also available 
from Bakery Lorraine and Shaved Ice from Cosmicones. 
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To keep the night fun, a nice courtyard for dining 
and dancing was available with music provided by
local San Antonio Latina DJ Crew, “Strawberry 
Jams”. 

Casa Noble, with its new slender bottle and profile 
flavor change from 2021 offered a flight tasting as 
well as a bar cocktail, a delicious Mango Paloma. 
The tequila flight tasting consisted of the blanco, 
reposado and the limited release Marques de Casa 
Noble Anejo, all great expressions. I always tend to 
favor the blancos and this one was a crisp delight!

Although my favorite taco did not win, Chef Paul 
Morales with Tacos Cucuy took the prize with his 
Tacos de Camote with Chicatanas Salsa. If you don’t 
know what “chicatanas” are, you are in for this treat! 
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In English, 
chicatanas are 
flying ants and a 
delicacy in 
southern Mexico. 
Congratulations to 
Chef Morales for 
his innovation and 
cooking skills! 

Overall, if you love 
tacos this was the 
place to be, make 
sure to be on the 
lookout for next 
year’s date because 
you certainly don’t 
want to miss it! 

Ron Fennell of 
Constellation 
Brands – South 
Texas Retail 
Constellation 
Brands FSM is 
pictured in front of
Casa Noble bar 





Cancion Tequila Extra Anejo Review 
By Lisa Pietsch 

 

This expression has been in the works for a long time. It was 
actually prelaunched several years ago with a limited edition 
ceramic bottle celebrating the 20th Anniversary of The 
Refreshments’ “Fizzy Fuzzy Big and Buzzy” album. You see, 
Roger Clyne (of the Peacemakers type, and previously The 
Refreshments is an owner and has been from the beginning. I 
know it’s a bit of a twist when a celebrity actually owns a brand 
rather than just buying in for a year or two, refreshing even, 
right? 

This bold, brassy beauty with long, luscious legs that Master Distiller Arturo Fuentes is known 
for is finally here to stay. 
She tempts you on the nose with her 

sweetness. Rich dried fruits like cherries and 
apricots with a hint of caramel and 

cinnamon might lead you to believe, on first 
sniff, that this will be a sweet syrup of an 
Extra Anejo. 
But take that first sip. On your palate, she’s 
bold. Cocoa, tobacco, coffee and a hint of 
smoke from a long ago charred bourbon 
barrel mingle to create a delightful flavor 
profile that is dry and wholly satisfying. 

This is not a sweet finishing tequila you 
serve the girls who demur at the suggestion 
of tequila. Oh, no. This is a gather-your-

best-friends-find-a-comfortable-chair-and-a-
bonfire kind of tequila. 

Cancion Tequila Extra Anejo is yet another 
of Roger Clyne’s songs you’ll want to experience over and over again, each time finding 
something new and delightful in which to revel. 



Did you catch our Special Issue on 
the brands featured in the 1st 
Annual San Diego Tequila and 

Cuisine?
 

Get it Now at: 
TequilaAficionado.com/Collection

 
Get your tickets for the 2022 

Monterey Bay Tequila and Cuisine 
while you can at:

 
https://bit.ly/2022mbtc

https://www.tequilaaficionado.com/Collection


Carrera Reposado Tequila Review 
By Lisa Pietsch 

 

The Camarena family 
is tequila royalty. 
These folks know 
agave and they know 

what it does when it is 
influenced, even 
slightly, by earth, air, 

fire or water. They are 
bred to be alchemists 
and Eduardo “Lalo” 
Camarena is no 
exception. 
Carrera Reposado 
Tequila has a soft 
golden glow from 
resting in virgin 
American white oak 
barrels. Where the 

blanco presented citrus 
zest, florals and 
pepper, the reposado 
has been just slightly 
seasoned, perhaps tempered in it’s enthusiasm, by the oak. Hints of cinnamon, clove and 
eucalyptus come into play, but only just enough to accent the robust highland blanco. 
Where Carrera blanco was vibrant, the reposado has a new depth of flavor and a longer finish. 
The lively enthusiasm of youth has matured into something deeper, worthy of reflection. 
The American oak barrels impart more spice, a sweetness on that first sip but the strength of the 
blanco’s pepper, only with a smoother texture on the palate. 
Let it linger on your palate. Let it rest there for a moment and you’ll begin to taste the 
complexity that a true alchemist, quality blanco tequila and American oak can create together. 
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Agave Spirits
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Yamhed Torres 
Biography: 

Yamhed Torres is a marketer and Tequila enthusiast. Born in Galveston, Texas, from 
Mexican parents, and older sister of three brothers, she is a resident of Guadalajara, 
Mexico. 

She is an altruistic millennial, full of positive energy and creative ideas. She is in love 
with nature and 
animals, dancing, 
playing video games 
on different platforms, 
assisting spirits events 
and always interested 
in being healthy and 
fit. She considers 
herself resilient, 
honest, loyal and 
passionate. 
Married to Cesar 
Valenzuela, Yamhed 
has worked for 
Tezcazul Tequila since 
February 2019 as V.P. 
of Marketing; Ryno 
Tequila since October 
2016 as a Social 
Media Specialist, and 
Salsa Volcano since 
February 2019 as a Social Media Specialist. 

One of Yamhed’s most notable accomplishments was in 2009 when she was 16 years old. 
She thought of creating an attractive project targeted to young people to generate some 
revenue. It became a successful and massive event for 6,000 attendees in Guadalajara. 

She chose some popular and outstanding students from more than 20 high schools and 
universities around the city to help her promote the event. Her best friend from high 
school was her partner, and together they chose a terrace that would fulfil their 
requirements. They selected all the brands that could potentially benefit from the event. 
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V.P. of Marketing for Tequila Tezcazul and Social Media Specialist for Ryno Tequila.

What made you choose the Agave Spirits industry? 

For me, the agave spirit industry is the essence of the Mexican national culture, part of its 
legacy and an important part of the past and the future. 
How has the industry changed since you’ve become involved in it? 

Within Guadalajara’s market, the demand has evolved from people being interested in 
low cost tequilas to high end tequilas with better quality Premium Tequilas. 
Also, agave prices have been very variable over the years, tending to increase. 

Young people are inclined to be interested in products they’ve tried at an event, rather 
than buying them directly from the store. 

It was sponsored mainly by Casa Herradura, Corona, and many other different brands. 

In her 20’s, Yamhed moved to London to learn about other cultures, to be independent, 
and to live by herself. While she was there, she noticed that every time somebody 
realized she was from Mexico, they would say two words: “tequila and tacos.” 

She began looking for good tequilas around the city only to find that they didn’t have 
much to choose from. For that reason, she decided to move back to Mexico and learn as 
much about the tequila industry as she could in order to help promote one of Mexico’s 
national treasures. 
When she moved back to Mexico, she had the opportunity to speak with Eduardo 
Orendain, ex-president of the National Chamber for the Tequila Industry and owner of 
Tequila Arette. 

Mr. Orendain offered her the opportunity to work as an intern in the National Chamber to 
learn all about Tequila. Once the internship was over, she began looking for opportunities 
within the industry. 

One day Gonzalo Espindola, a tequila specialist, offered her the opportunity to become 
part of Ryno Tequila’s team because they needed someone with her knowledge to help 
promote the brand on social media. 

Since then, she has increased the amount of Instagram followers organically from 400 to 
18,200. One year later she was hired by Tequila Tezcazul to achieve similar results. 

What is your current position in the agave spirits industry? 
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I hope more Mexicans start getting more interested in learning about the tequila industry
as European people do with wine. Also, I identified a general lack of knowledge from
consumers regarding alcohol consumption, myths, and legends. 

In Europe and the United States, most people used to think that all tequilas should be 
consumed in a shot with salt and a fresh slice of lime, and that tequila always gives you a 
terrible hangover. 

Now, with the help of all the online platforms, a vast number of consumers are being 
provided with correct information from different classes and categories of tequilas, 
production process varieties, certifications that validate the quality of tequila products, 
and how to avoid getting a hangover from drinking low quality tequila. 

Tequila’s industry is growing by leaps and bounds in all the international markets. 

People from all over the world are starting to notice the enormous importance of the 
tequila industry; the hard work that needs to be done in order to create a unique and good 
quality tequila; and the big lapse of time that is required to grow the agave into its highest 
maturity. 
In the future, consumers will choose tequila over other spirit drinks, since they will be 
more savvy and appreciate more about what it really takes to create them. 
Do you approve of how brands are currently marketing themselves? 

I think every brand is promoting itself as well as they can afford to or as creatively as 
they can. 
But no matter what, they should always assign a substantial budget destined just for 
marketing. New brands should understand the importance of investing a good amount in 
marketing and creating good quality campaigns. 

Some owners want to get sales without investing enough money, though. They need to 
focus on the amount of people that see their social media posts, rather than the amount of 
people who like a post. 

New brands need to understand that competition is very high and tough. If you are not 
reminding consumers about your products online frequently, people will easily forget 
your brand and products. 

You won’t be an option whenever they want to acquire a certain product. 

What do you see as the future of the agave spirits industry? 
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Is there anything you’d like to say to people who may be contemplating
entering and working in the agave spirits industry in one form or another? 

Study all the technical information and facts about tequila which can be found online. 
Take tours to different factories from the lowlands and highlands of Jalisco. Ask as many 
questions as you can and take notes there are English speakers in many factories. 

Learn to identify the flavors and notes of different kinds of tequilas. Choose your 
favorite and remember its taste. 
Try to attend different tequila tastings. If you have the opportunity to speak with 
maestros tequileros, do it. They will answer more properly all the questions you may 
have. 

Connect with Yamhed Torres on Linkedin: http://bit.ly/YamhedTorres 



linkin.bio/kahtequilaofficial

KAH Tequila
The Day of the Dead tequila that celebrates life.
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NOM List
Our Monthly NOM Lists are now available at 

TequilaAficionado.com
 

https://bit.ly/tequilanoms
 

An updated NOM list from the Consejo Regulador del 
Tequila combined with past brands that may have been 

removed from current listings and links to any mentions or 
reviews for each brand that may be found on the Tequila 

Aficionado website.
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Accepting Submissions 

Tequila Aficionado is now accepting submissions for 2023 magazine
placements: 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

Contact Lisa@TequilaAficionado.com if you have questions not covered here. 

Agave Spirits Reviews: May be tequila, mezcal, sotol, raicilla or agave spirits from
within or outside Mexico. 
Restaurant Previews/Reviews: Please include agave spirits selection, interior and 
exterior photos, and menu image(s). 
owner/staff. 
Event Previews/Reviews: Got a local festival readers should know about? Tell us all
about it! 
Bottle Upcycle Project How-Tos: Please include complete instructions and images.
Book/Cookbook Reviews: Anything with a Mexico or Agave Spirit tie-in is welcome.
Food & Cocktail Recipes: Please keep them original and see #3 and #4 below. 
Movie/TV/Telenovela Reviews: Anything with a Mexico or Agave Spirit tie-in is 
welcome. 
Mexico Travel Features: Resorts, cruises, hotels, restaurants, bars, distilleries, spas, 
whale watching, ancient sites, shopping… 

1. All articles, reviews, recipes and features submitted must have an obvious connection to 
tequila, mezcal or other agave spirits. 
2. All submissions should be in Microsoft Word format. 
3. Submissions must not have been previously published in print or website(s). 
4. Submissions repurposed from your own social media post(s) are acceptable. 
5. Any submissions used will include your <100 word byline with website/social link and 
photo. 
6. All submissions will be reviewed by editorial staff and any requiring excessive edits/fact 
checking or misinformation will be respectfully declined. Publisher retains the right to 
decline any submission. 
7. All submissions are on-spec and you MAY NOT represent yourself as an

employee/staff of Tequila Aficionado Media or Tequila Aficionado Magazine to
receive in-kind or cash payments from product or service providers. 

Restaurant previews may be submitted by restaurant 
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